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ABSTRACT 

A multi-scale asymptotic theory is derived for the evolixtiori and interaction of cur

rents and surfa,ce gravity waves in water of finite depth, under conditions typical 

of coastal shelf waters outside the surf zone. The theory provides a practical and 

useful model with which wave-current coupling may be explored without tlie ne

cessity of resolving features of the flow on space and time scales of the primary 

gravity-wave oscillations. The essential nature of the dynamical interaction is cur

rents modulating the slowly evolving phase of the wave field and waves providing 

both phase-averaged forcing of long, infra-gravity waves and wave-averaged vortex 

forces for the low-frequency current and sea-level evolution equations. Analogous re

lations are derived for material tracers and density stratification that include phase-

averaged, Stokes-drift advection, including by a vertical Stokes pseudo-velocity that 

is the incompressible companion to the horizontal Stokes velocity. 

This theory is used to study the effect of waves on the evolution of large-

scale erodible beds. In particular, the formation of certain up-current rotated, 

shore-connected bars is investigated. It is hypothesized that these bars form due 

to an instability of the bottom topography in the presence of a storm driven flow. 

This hypothesis is reviewed in the light of the presence of both waves and currents. 

It is shown that waves can significantly aflect the instability. The effects of different 

wave parameters are investigated. Steady flow and boundary condition assumptions 

are also examined. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Mathematics and the Ocean 

1.1 The Ocean 

The ocean covers 71% of the world's surface and contains 97% of the world's water. 

It plays a nicijor role in many aspects of life. 

At the largest scales, the ocean is the world's thermostat, providing rrmch of 

the climate's thermal inertia. With its low albedo and large heat capacity, the ocean 

is able to absorb large amounts of solar radiation. During the winter, the ocean 

gives off heat radiatively and through the formation of ice. Evaporative cooling 

transfers energy and moisture to the atmosphere, driving the hydrological cycle. 

Thus the ocean regulates the world's climate. 

Furthermore, the ocean is a fluid and, through convection, can transport 

heat. The ocean plays a significant role in meridional heat transport, especially in 

the lower latitudes. The balance of this equator-to-pole heat transport is provided 

by the atmosphere, another major geophysical fluid (Trenberth and Ca,ron, 2001). 

This transfer of heat moderates the world's climate, making most latitudes of the 

planet habitable for humans. 

The ocean also plays a role in the chemistry and biology of the world. It 

is a large reservoir of oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and sulfur. The oceans control the 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels on time scales of tens of thousands of years. 

Excluding tlie anthropogenic addition of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, CO2 
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is in a global dyiuunic equilibrium between the surface wa,ter and the atmosphere. 

Plants utilize dissolved CO2 to create organic matter. This is transferred to animals 

through the food chain. Many plankton and foramiaifera also contain hard parts 

made of CaCOa or Si02. As plants and animals excrete or die, there is a particulate 

flux of sinking waste products (including cai-bon-based products) which redissolve 

at depth. This particulate flux removes CO2 from the surface ocean and stores it in 

the deep ocean, which, through the air-sea gas flux, then lowers atmospheric levels 

of CO2 (Broecker and Peng, 1982). This process also partially mitigates the effect 

of anthropogenic CO2 increase in the atmosphere. Another effect of the ocean is 

the production sea spray and sulfur bearing gases which become cloud condensation 

nuclei, increasing rainfall. B\irthermore, life on Earth began in the oceans a,nd they 

still contain a diverse range of plants and animals. 

The ocean not only afiects us on global scales, but also on more local 

scales. The ocean greatly affects the regional climate of coastal areas. It moderates 

temperature extremes and provides moisture. Not all of the effects of the ocean are 

benign to humans, however. Hurricanes form over warm tropical water (Ahrens, 

2000). Their effects can be devastating when they hit land. Between 1945 and 1995 

the average annual death toll from hurricanes in the United States was 40 people 

(Eisner, 2001). Tsunamis, large freak waves caused by earthquakes or underwater 

mudslides, can cause substantial coastal damage. Storm surges, a combination of 

big waves and high tides can also cause extensive flooding, death and damage. 

Less dramatically, shoreline erosion is a major problem in many coastal areas and 

sedimentation can silt up harbors causing problems for shipping. 

Almost 40% of the world's population lives within 100km of the ocean, 

despite the fact that this area represents only 20% of the total land area. Many 

people rely on the ocean for food, either collecting shell fish or fishing the coastal 

waters. Beaches and the shoreline are im|)ortaii:t recreational areas for many people. 

Despite this, we also still dispose of mtich of our waste water (albeit some of it 
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treated) into the ocean. 

The larger ocean has only entered into human consciousness since people 

began sailing across it. Several thousand years ago, ancestral Polynesian people in 

ocean-going canoes voyaged out into the Pa,cific. Their methods of colonization sug

gest extensive knowledge of prevailing currents and winds (King, 2003). Likewise, 

as European sailors and explorers set out to explore the ocean they also discovered 

the large scale patterns of the seemingly capricious ocean. IVaveUug to and from 

the New World they discovered currents anrl winds that could either help or hinder 

their progress. In the eighteenth century, whalers working out of Nantucket and 

nearby ports gained extensive knowledge of the Gulf Stream while searching the 

surrounding ocean for right whales. This knowledge was set down into one of the 

earliest ocean current charts when Captain Timothy Folger, a whaler, along with 

his cousin, Benjamin Franklin, publislied the first chart of the Gulf Stream in 1769 

(Sears and Merrinian, 1980). 

1.2 Mathematics, the Atmosphere and the Ocean 

There is a long history of the use of mathematics to describe and understand geo

physical fluid dynamics. Often atmospheric research has lead the way with oceanog

raphy coming later. This is not surprising as human beings have evolved to live on 

land which hiis a far larger boundary with the atmosphere than with the ocean. In 

the following, we illustrate some of the interesting interactions between mathematics 

and geophysical fluid dynamics. It should in no way be taken to be comprehensive 

but is rather a selection of the many interesting links between tliese two areas of 

research. 

The development of large scale numerical modeling is intimately tied with 

atmospheric research. In the mid 1800s, scientist,s in Europe realized that weather 
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formed coherent large scale patterns and that a storm in Britain today could t'.rans-

late into a storm in Denmark tomorrow. At that stage, however, weather fore

casting was mainly a matter of collecting data and telegraphing it ahead. In the 

late 1800s, Vilhelm Bjerknes (1862-1951), a Norwegian physicist, was developing 

circulation equations to describe hydrodynamic action-at-a-distance in ways anal

ogous to electric and magnetic phenomena. At the instigation of several members 

of the Stockholm Physical Society, he considered applying his circulation theorem 

to geophysical problems of the atmosphere and ocean. By 1903 he wrote that he 

had become occupied with the 'thought of forecasting weather mathematically.' 

Two years later he published 'A rational method for weather prediction' where he 

outlined how weather prediction, could be viewed txs an initial value problem gov

erned by his circulation equations. Bjerknes did not view it as feasible at the time 

to calculate solutions directly, but rather advocated graphical methods using tlie 

equations for physical insight. During WWI, Bjerknes established Bergen Geophys

ical Institute in Bergen, Norway, which for many years was considered the world 

leader in meteorological studies (Friedman, 1989). 

Although Bjerknes did not think that his circulation equations could be 

used directly, an English scientist, Lewis Pry Richardson (1881-1953), saw the pos

sibilities. Richardson developed a finite difference method of numerical integration 

and after joining the Meteorological Office in 1913, he became interested in using 

this numerical technique to develop a weather prediction scheme. Working as an 

ambulance driver during WWI, he read Bjerknes work and, using data Bjerknes had 

collected over Europe for 4am and 10am on 20 May 1910, he implemented a scheme 

surprisingly close to modem, numerical weather models. He divided Europe into 

200km by 200km squares and considered 5 vertical heights roughly corresponding 

to intervals of 200 millibars of pressure. By hand, he laboriously calculated the vari

ables at 10am based on their 4am values. The results were a spectacular failure with 

wildly improbable pressures. This was not just because of sparse data, but more 
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because the six hour time-step violates a necessary stability condition for numeri

cal partial differential equations, known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition, 

which was not discovered until several years later (Courant et ah, 1928). Despite 

the unsatisfactory results, Richardson published his elforts in 'Weather Prediction 

by Numerical Methods' (Richardson, 1922) setting out clearly what wfis required to 

solve this problem and providing the first textbook on the subject (see Ti-enberth 

(1992)). 

Britain and the US began seriously considering the possibiHties of numeri

cal weather prediction around the time of the second world war. Improvements in 

technology riieant that more data could be collected throughout the height of the 

atmosphere. Also, the computing revolution was just about to begin, John von Neu

mann (1903-1957), at the Institute for Advanced Studies (IAS) in Princeton, was 

developing an automated computing machine called the Electronic Numerical Inte

grator and Computer, or ENIAC for short. He recognized that numerical weather 

prediction would be an ideal challenge for ENIAC and set up a meteorological unit 

within IAS. In early 1950 the first forecasts were made using barotropic vorticity 

equations (Charney et al., 1950). The success of ENIAC at weather forecasting 

provided a proof of concept to the scientific world. As computers and methods 

improved, more ambitious projects were taken on. Phillips (1956) considered larger 

scales and developed the first atmospheric 'General Circulation Model' (GCM). 

Eleven years later, Bryan and Cox (1967) developed the first large scale ocean cir

culation model (see Trenberth (1992)). Atmospheric and oceanic GCM's are now a 

standard tool in atmospheric an,d oceanic research. 

Numerical integration and atmospheric science also lead to the discovery of 

chaos theory. Through serendipity, while mimerically integrating simplified equa

tions of atmospheric circulation, Edmund Lorenz discovered the sensitive depen

dence to initial conditions of some nonlinear equations, which is one of the defining 

features of chaotic dynamics. Lorenz was performing a long integration that lie 
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was stopping periodically. When he stopped he would rerun the integration from 

further back in time, so that there was some overlap between runs. On comparing 

the output he realized that the overlapping portions, although they started out 

similarly, rapidly diverged from each other. Thinking there was some bug in the 

c.ode he reran it; but again, almost the same initial conditions would give radically 

different answers after a short amount of integration. The chaotic attractor in these 

equations is now known as the Lorenz attractor, or, more poetically, the Lorenz 

Butterfly due to its two lobed appearance (see Gleick (1987)). 

There are still many areas of research connected with GGM's where math

ematics play a vital role; from the development of new numerical schemes that are 

better suited to a, specific problem, to sub-grid scale parameterizations (how can 

small scale processes that affect larger averaged features be represented in a model 

without explicitly resolving them), to the application of probabilistic techniques to 

data assimilation, leading to significant improvements to weather forecasting and 

ocean modeling by combining real world data with running GCM's (Bennett, 2002; 

Kalnay, 2003; Wunsch, 1996). 

While work was progressing on solving increasingly complex geophysical 

fluid dynamics using numerical methods, the mathematical analysis of simple con

ceptual models {e.g., balance models) w^as also thriving and often lead to satisfactory 

explanations of specific phenomena of the atmosphere and oceans. Rather than us

ing mathematical equations in a predictive sense, a conceptual model is a type of 

'thought experiment'. The phenomenon, and analogously the equation, is stripped 

of all factors except those deemed essential and these are studied. By taking this ap

proach it is possible to determine essential features and thus gain an understanding 

of the mechanisms behind processes. 

Researchers, of course, did not stick to one mathematical tool. Bjerknes and 

his Geophysical Institute in Bergen, Norway lead the way in conceptual models too. 



When Norwegian polar explorer, Ridtjof Nansen (1861-1930), wished to explain 

phenomena he had observed during his expedition to reach the North pole in the 

research ship 'Fram', he approached Vilheim Bjerknes to help him. In 1898, Nansen 

wrote to Bjerknes asking about the phenomenon of 'dead water', where ships in a 

fjord suddenly become stuck and lose the ability to steer. Bjerknes suggested it may 

have to do with internal waves between waters of different density. He set a student 

V. Walfrid Ekrnan (1874--1954) to study this problem. Nansen also wanted to know 

why icebergs were often observed to float 20° — 40" to the right of the prevailing 

wind direction. Ekman also considered this problem and reputably solved it within 

a rruitter of hours. By balancing Coriolis terms with frictional terms in a system 

driven by a wind stress at the surface boundary, he discovered what is now known 

as the Ekman spiral. A surface current is driven by the wind but the Coriolis Effect 

deflects it 45® to the right (in the Northern hemisphere) of the wind's direction. The 

velocity of the current decreases with depth and its direction is rotated clockwise, 

creating a spiral. Thus, in an ideal situation, tlie net transport direction of the 

surface layer (known as the Ekman transport) is 90° to the wind direction (Ekman, 

1905; FViedman, 1989; Hartmann, 1994). 

Ekrnan's success in explaining how surface water is driven by the wind 

encouraged further research into ocean currents. Ekman attempted to explain and 

classify ocean currents in 1923 and 1932 (Ekman, 1923; Ekman, 1932). While 

these attempts were not comprehensive, they set the stage for future work. Carl 

Gustav R,ossby (1898-1957), who also studied at Bergen before coming to the US, 

highlighted the importance of lateral stresses due to large scale eddies through a 

mixture of experimentation and mathenuitics (Rossby, 1936). 

Harald Sverdrup (1888-1957), Bjerknes' successor as head of the Bergen 

Geophysical Institute and later director of Scripps Oceanographic Institute, also 

studied the wind's ability to drive currents. He focused on the equatorial region 

where he could ignore boundary effects and used a hydrostatic model tliat balanced 



vertical stresses, the Coriolis force and the pressure gradient. He formulated the 

problem in terms of mass transport and showed that, using real wind stress and 

water density data, he could explain the westward equatorial flow and the counter-

current (Sverdrup, 1947). His name is now given to the unit of mass transport of 

water in recognition of this (1 Sverdrup = 10^' nr^'s""''). 

A year later in 1948, Henry Stommel (1920-1992) gave an explanation of 

another major oceanic feature, western boundary currents. Western boundary cur

rents, such as the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio current, are intense currents that 

form on the western boundary of ocean basins. Stommel's model used a cosine wind 

forcing and a square box ocean with depth-independent horizontal currents and lin

ear friction. He showed that when the Coriolis parameter was zero or constant 

the flow was broad and symmetric; with a latitude dependent Coriolis parameter, 

however, the current was intensified and pushed up against the western boundary 

(Stommel, 1948). 

Walter Munk (1917-) took elements from Rossby (1936), Sverdrup (1947) 

and Stommel (1948) and brought them together into a cohesive explanation of wind-

driven currents (Munk, 1950). He used a more realistic wind forcing than Stommel, 

vertical stress similar to Sverdrup and R,ossby's lateral stresses and was able to 

produce an ocean with equatorial currents, counter currents, western intensifica,tion 

and many of the other features of the actual surface flows. 

The other major ocean circulation, the large scale, slow, overturning known 

as the thermohaline flow, was not discovered until m.ore in-depth knowledge of the 

salinity and thermal properties of the ocean was gathered. Again, oceanographers 

turned to ma,thematics to understand the phenomenon. Using a simple two box 

model, Stommel showed how density gradients caused by temperature and salinity 

differences could drive the thermohaline circulation (Stommel, 1961). He showed 

that under certain forcing conditions of temperature and salinity flux, multiple 
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stable flow patterns are possible. This work in dynamical systems preceded intense 

research by the mathematical world by fifteen to twenty years. 

While this work was going on, the science of oceanography was rapidly 

expanding. Originally, research sprang from marine biology for the fishing industry 

and marine safety but gTadnally interest grew in the currents and physical properties 

of the sea itself. This changing emphasis is reflected in the fact that, in the 1925, 

Scripps Institute for Biological Research became Scripps Oceanographic Institute; 

then, in 1930, at the instigation of Prank Lillie, the director of the Marine Biology 

Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute 

(WHOI) was established (Schlee, 1973). 

World War II was a major turning point for physical oceanography. It pro

vided the impetus to develop many new technologies and techniques. Naval warfare 

became an even more important issue. Problems with sonar technology brought to 

light the importance of tempera.ture and salinity to the physical properties of the 

ocean and the significance small spatio-temporal scale changes could have on the 

ocean. 

Although research during the war tended to be functional, based on what 

was needed then and there, the techniques and technology developed during the 

war had an enormous impact after the war. The increase in observations and 

measurements helped drive research such as that of Sverdrup, Stommel and Munk 

mentioned above. The war not only provided many of the questions to be solved 

and the technology to solve them but also convinced the navy of the importance 

of oceanographic reseai-ch. Until tbe late 1980s it was thouglit that World War III 

was going to be primarily a submarine war, pitting the cold war enemies, the USSR 

and the US. Thus considerable research money was put into physical oceanography 

and related areas. 

Another key area of oceanographic research spurred on by concerns of war 
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was surface gravity waves. As plans were being made for the invasion of North 

Africa, Europe and later the Pacific it was recognized that successful naval landings 

require an understanding of, and an ability to forecast, wave and surf conditions. 

Understanding of the statistical properties of waves was also sought to explfun how 

sonar and radar bounce off rough wavy surfaces and how ships might be stabihzed 

for accurate targeting and aerial landings (Schlee, 1973). 

Sverdrup and Munk lead the way with research into wave forecasting. They 

studied how the wind transfers energy to the wa-ter through surface waves. They 

also observed the spectrum of the waves and how it evolves over time, based on the 

direction, strength and duration of the wind and the physical features of the body 

of water (Sverdrup and Munk, 1947). 

After the war, waves continued to be a major research topic. Many different 

aspects of waves have been studied, observationally, experimentally and theoreti

cally. Pierson and Moskowitz (1962, 1964) derived a.n ideal wave spectrum by 

assuming that eventually waves equilibriate with the wind giving rise to a fully 

developed sea. Wave models such as JONSWAP and WAMDI build upon Pierson 

and Moskowitz's spectral models to include wave dynamics. Other areas of interest 

include the transfer of energy within the wave spectrum; wave behavior in shallow 

water, steepening and eventually breaking; nonlinear, dispersive waves and solitary 

waves. These and other areas of research have both motivated and gained insight 

from numerous areas of mathematical research from weak tiu-bulence to solitons to 

integrability to scattering theory to asymptotics, for moi'e information see Ablowitz 

and Segur (1981), Newell (1985), Whitham (1974), and Zakharov (1998). 

1.2.1 Wave-Current Interactions 

A new direction in research in the early 196()s was the effect of waves in the presence 

of currents. To understand this, Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960, 1961, 1962, 
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by the presence of wa,ves compared to tlie momentum flux due to current alone. 

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart used radiation stress to explain phenomena like wave 

set-up and set-down (averaged sea elevation changes due to the presence of waves), 

surf beat (behind the folklore that the seventh wave is always the biggest) and the 

steepening of waves traveling against the current. Chapter 2 gives a more in-depth 

review of the wave-current literature. 

Most of these studies focus on the effect of currents on waves, showing that 

they can refract, augment and dissipate waves; and that long waves and primary 

gravity waves can interchange energy. The cumulative effect of waves, however, can 

also influence the current. Graik and Leibovich (1976) showed that a current, in the 

presence of waves, can be destabilized by a ' vortex force', an interaction between the 

Stokes drift of the waves and the vorticity of the current. This instability produces 

rolls similar to those in Langmuir circulation. Langmuir circulation cells are long, 

vertically circulating flows that spiral parallel to the wind direction. They can often 

be seen via the spume and flotsam that collects where the water downwells. 

Andrews and Mclntyre (1978) developed the Generalized Lagrangian Mean 

(GLM) formalism as another way of exploring the interactions between waves and 

currents and showed that Craik and Leibovich (1976)'s work can also be framed in 

this formalism. 

McWilliams and Restrepo (1999) combined the ideas of wave-current in

teractions with the concept of the vortex force and considered the effects of waves 

on basin scales. They showed that, especially in higher latitudes, the effect of the 

waves can be on the same order as the Ekrnan transport. 

In this thesis, we extend the work done by McWilliams and Restrepo (1999). 

Rather than looking at deep water and basin scales, however, we consider waves 

and currents in water of finite depth. The waves are thus felt over the entire water 
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column and likewise are able to feel and react to changes in the bottom topography. 

We differentiate between waves and currents based on separation of time scales 

in comparison with M^cWilliams and Restrepo (1999) who distinguish waves and 

currents as the irrotational and rotational components of the flow respectively. In 

Chapter 2 we re-evaluate wave-current interactions in the near shore environment 

and consider whether the shorter scale wave dynamics plays a significant role in the 

larger scale dynamics within the continental shelf. We determine the interaction 

mechanisms between currents and waves, assess the relative importance of the wave 

effects on currents and the current effects on waves and develop a large scale model 

in which the smaller scales need not be resolved but that still includes both waves 

and currents. This latter part of the work is the key to providing practical tools for 

modeling circulation and understanding the respective roles of the waves and the 

currents within this regime. Thus, this work has utility both for numerical modeling 

and as a conceptual model. The ecpiationa allow coastal numerical models to include 

the long term effects of waves without the immerical cost of resolving each wave 

in space and time. They also provide a coherent way of separating the waves 

from the currents and explaining their interactions in a three dimensional model. 

As such, these equations have many scientific and environmental applications, from 

predicting the spread of an oil slick to tracking effluent discharges, to heat transport, 

to understanding movements of algal blooms. One such application considered here 

is the formation of shore-connected bars. 

1.2.2 Shore-Connected Bars: An Application of the Wave-Current 

Model 

One feai;ure of the bottom topography seen on the Mid-A.tlantic Bight and other 

areas on the continentaJ slielf is shore-connected bars. These bars are at an angle of 

between 20" to 35" degrees to the shore and their seaward end is rotated upstream 

with respect to the landward end. Their horizontal length scale is on the order of 10 
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km with a height of a few meters and they form in water between 15 to 30 meters 

deep. They are mainly active during storms which force currents on the order of 

0.25-1 m/s along the coast. The bars migrate down stream a few meters per year. 

Thus, shore-connected bars form in water where the interplay of waves and currents 

may be described by the equations developed in Chapter 2. There are three main 

suggestions put forward to explain the formation of shore coimected bars. The 

first is that they are relic features that formed during the return of the Holocene 

sea. This hypothesis, however, fails to explain their up-current rotated character. 

A second hypothesis postulates that they are erosional features with the currents 

scouring out the landward side. A third idea, first put forward by Trowbridge 

(1995) and based on the work of Huthnance (1982) suggests that the bars form as 

a free instabihty of the planar bottom under the present day flow dynamics. The 

model by Trowbridge was then refined by Falques and others (Falques et al., 1998; 

Falques et al., 1998; Calvete et al, 1999; Calvete et al, 2001; Calvete et al, 2002; 

Walgreen and Swart, 2003). In Chapter 3 we investigate this hypothesis in the light 

of including waves as well as currents in the model. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Wave-Current Interactions 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we derive approximate dynamical equations for surface gravity 

waves and currents in a fluid bounded below by a spatially variable bottom topog

raphy. The purpose of our modeling differs from well established theory for effects 

of topography, nonlinearity, and currents on wave evolution (Mei (1989) for a re

view). We focus on how the primary gravity waves {i.e., characteristic of the peak 

of the wave spectrum) influence currents and vice versa on the longer space and 

time scales that characterize their nonlinear evolution, with the goal of obtaining a 

wave-averaged, asymptotic model for the mutual interaction of waves and currents 

in oceanic shelf regions. We accomplish this through the assumption of scale sep

aration between the waves and currents and time averaging over the wave scales. 

This approach is an extension of McWilliams and Restrepo (1999), but here we do 

not assume that waves are distinguished from currents entirely by their irrotation-

ality. Rather the distinction between what we mean by waves and currents is made 

by scale dependences alone; the temporal scale separation is the most fundamental 

one. The resulting model has the appealing theoretical and practical attribute of 

making the large-scale interaction between waves and currents explicit without the 

burden of resolving the wave oscillations. Our hope is that this model will be useful 

for discovering new phenomena that arise through wave-current interactions as well 

as for realistic coastal simulation modeling. We leave open pro tern, severaJ possible 

generalizations of the theory of the wave evolution along previously established lines 
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{e.g., dissipation effects). 

The ingredients of the dynamics are the following: 

• Surface gravity waves that (a) are approximately irrotational; (b) are in water 

of finite depth {i.e., /i. = koHo ~ 1, where feo'• and Hq are characteristic 

values for the horizontal scale of the waves and depth of the layer, respec

tively); (c) have a small but finite amplitude {i.e., e = Oq/^o < 1, where 

0,0 is a characteristic sea level amplitude for the waves); and (d) propagate in 

a slowly varying environment provided by the topogi'aphy, long waves, and 

currents (i.e., with a ratio /3 -C 1 between the characteristic wave and 

topography/long-wave/current hori7X)ntal scakvs). 

® A separate long surface gravity wave component {i.e., an infra-gravity wave), 

forced by a nonlinear, phase-averaged pressure-head and a mass-flux diver

gence due to the primary waves. 

• Nonlinear, rotational currents, whose evolution is influenced by Stokes-drift 

advection and vortex forces (c/., Craik and Leibovich (1976); McWilliams and 

Restrepo (1999)), as well as other wave-averaged effects. 

The theory describes the interactions among these components. It also inchides 

their consequences for material tracers and density stratification. 

Work on the interactions among water waves and currents spans nearly 

half a century. Mainly driven by military, shipping, and shoreline interests, most of 

the research has focused on how wave nonhnearities affect the shape and spectrum 

of the waves and on how strong currents affect waves, rather than the other way 

around. Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960, 1961) analyze the nonlinear interac

tion between short waves and long waves (or currents) and show that variations in 

the energy of the short waves corresponds to work done by the long waves against 
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the radiation stress of the short waves. In a shoaling area these radiation stresses 

lead to what is known as the wave set-up and set-down, surf beats, the generation of 

smaller waves by longer waves, and the steepening of waves on adverse currents and 

tidal streams (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 

1964). In Longuet-Higgins (1970) the divergence of this radiation stress is shown 

to generate a long-shore current by obliquely incident waves on a beach. Peregrine 

(1976) and Peregrine and Thomas (1979) contribute to the general asymptotic the

ory on the effects of currents on waves. Kemp and Simmons (1982, 1983) examine 

how waves are modified when a current is running against as well as along with the 

wave.s. Thomas (1981, 1990) fiirther investigates the problem both numerically and 

experimentally. Burrows and Hedges (1985) describe the influence of currents on the 

oceanic wave climatology. Yoon and Liu (1989) develop a nonlinear dispersive-wave 

model with current terms. Reviews of wave-wave and wave-current interactions 

appear in Fenton (1990) and Jonsson (1990). 

The effect of waves on currents has been studied much less. It is well known 

that waves produce a residual Lagrangian current on time and space scales larger 

than those typical of the waves. Its asymptotic expression is known as the Stokes 

drift velocity (Longuet-Higgins, 1953; Restrepo and Leaf, 2002). The coupling of 

the vorticity in a current with the Stokes drift, known as the vortex force, can 

lead to a destabilization of the current, forming ceils that have striking similarity to 

oceanic Langmuir circulations (Craik and Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams et al., 1997). 

Waves can cause a decrease in tidal-current amplitude with increasing wave height 

through enhancement of the wave-averaged bottom stress (Grant and Madsen, 1979; 

Prandle, 1997; Wolf and Prandle, 1999). The wave set-up effect (above) can also 

be view as an effect on the larger scales associated with the currents. 

This chapter is organized as follows; the primitive dynamics and non-

dimensionalization are defined in Sec. 2.2; the leading-order wave sohition is pre

sented in Sec. 2.3; the multi-scale asymptotic expansion is defined in Sec. 2.4; the 
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wave dynamics are more fully determined in Sees. 2.5-2.7 and Apps. A and C; tlie 

forced long-wave dynamics are in Sec. 2.6 and App. B; the'; ciuTeut dy^lamics are in 

Sees. 2.8-2.9; the evolution of a material tracer field is in Sec. 2.10; the generalization 

to density stratification ivS in Sec. 2.11; the classical shallow-water ansatz is derived 

in Sec. 2.12, and some of its illustrative solutions are analyzed in Sec. 2.13; and a 

summary and discussion is in Sec. 2.14. Tables D.l-D,4 summarize the definition 

of the symbols employed. 

2.2 Primitive Dynamics 

Our starting point is the conservative system of equations for three-dimensional 

velocity U(x,z,t), sea level z = E{x, t), and material concentration C{x^z,t) in a 

rotating, finite-depth layer with uniform density po, a tree upper surface of constant 

pressure, and variable resting depth a' = ~H{x). Here x axe the horizontal spatial 

coordinates and s the vertical one, parallel to gravity, with an upward unit vector 

z. z ~ 0 coincides with the quiescent oceanic sea level. We make all equations 

and variables non-dimensional with a characteristic gravity-wave freciuency (Tq and 

wavenumber ko, wave amplitude in sea level ao, and the linear dispersion relation 

with a characteristic water depth i?o = {viz., — 5-^0tanh[//], where g is 

the gravitational acceleration and fi = koHo). Thus, we non-dirnensionalize with 

fcg ^ for distance and depth, ctq for time, ao = ei-Q ^ for E (where e = cioh))) eo-okQ^ 

for U, epoo'o^o ^ pressure P, and e<jQ for the vorticity ft. We use /o as the scale 

for the CorioUs frequency, and define a non-dimensional frequency, = /o/c^o, 

which is equivalent to a R,08sby number based on time scales. For convenience, we 

define the gradient operator in terms of its horizontal and vertical components so 

that V = We similarly write the velocity U = {Q, VF). The horizontal 

extent of the oceanic region of interest is denoted by V with a boundary d 'D.  
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The resulting non-dimensional equations of motion are 

^ +dJ-VU + r^Z X {/ + VP + ?rT-T = 0 
at  € tanh[/,/.J 

V - U  = 0, (2,1) 

with a bottom boundaxy condition of no flow through tht; ground, 

W at;2 - (2.2) 

and kinematic and pressure-continuity boundary conditions at the sea surface, 

dE 
— - J -  d t l . l C i  

at  
P  = Po ati' = eE.  (2.3) 

Here the resting depth H is aissumed to be changing appreciably only over large 

spatial distances. Pq represents the large-scale atmospheric pressure anomaly from 

climatology that we assume does not vary spatially on the oceanic scales of interest. 

We can absorb the gravitational force and surface pressure by defining 

p  =  P +  - Po; (2.4) 

thus, the final two force terms axe replaced by Vp and the final surface boundary 

condition by 
E 

p = —77-T at 2 = €.E.  (2.5) 
tanh[//] ^ • 

Taking the curl of (2.1), we derive the vorticity equation for O = V x 17, v iz . ,  

f )Q 
-r V X [(eO + r'z) xU] = 0. (2.6) 

(The governing equations for material tracers and buoyancy are deferred until 

Sees. 2.102.11.) 

A vertical integral of the continuity equation in (2.1), in combination with 

the vertical boundary conditions on W in (2.2)-(2.3), yields the local mass conser

vation law, 

+ V,r  '  Qdz '  =  0. (2.7) 
J- / a H  
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With apx>ropriafce lateral boundary conditions on d 'D this system preserves total 

mass, 

M - I  I  (/i/f + eE)  cy ,  (2.8) 

and energy, 

-//,/:& 
2.3 Linear Gravity Wave Solutions 

To leading order in. e, and (3 ,  and making use of the slow variation assumption 

on H, a non-dimensional solution of (2.1)~(2.5) is 

E = acos[fe-X-<T^] 
n -• gfc coshjz] 
C t t j  — 1  r  1  1  / I  ^   ̂ (TTA 

a tanh[/i] cosh[%] 

W = - ; sinffc •  x— crt] ,  (2.10) 
<Ttanh[/i]cosh[?/] ^ J ^ ^ 

a is the sea-level height; k  is the horizontal wavenumber vector; k is its modulus; 

Z = k{z  +  f j .H)  is a rescaled height; H = k f iH is a rescaled water depth; and the 

local dispersion relation is given by 

^ tanhM • 

As f i  0  { i .e . ,  the wave length gets very long compared to the depth), Hk^,  

and as  fj ,  —> oo  { i .e . ,  deep water ) ,  —> k .  

The physical setting we have in mind is an inner coastal shelf region with its 

typical wind- and swell-waves. So, for example, for a wavelength of 100 m, then /i is 

not small except very near shore where H is small compared to about 15 rn {i.e., less 

than a few meters depth). In this regime there are several, non-conservative, near-

shore processes that are not modeled here but could be appended later: divergence 

of wave radiation stress due to wave breaking in the surf zone (Longuet-Higgins, 

1970), bottom drag, and local wave genera.tion by wind stress. 
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The associated pressure field is, 

a cosh{2] 
^ taiih[/ij cosbli-^;] 

The vorfeicity to leading order is zero, 

cos[fe-X~ at]. (2.12) 

fi == X = 0. 

In the more general circumstances analyzed below, we shall preserve this wave 

behavior at the shortest space and time scales considered. 

Sul)stituting (2.10) into (2,9) a.nd av€;raging over the oscillations leads to 

an expression for the mean wave energy, valid to leading order in e, 

(2.13) 
2 tanh[//]' 

which is comprised of equal contributions from the potential and kinetic compo

nents. 

2.4 Multi-Scale Dependences and the Asymptotic Expansion Form 

We denote the non-dimensional, wave-scale coordinates by {x ,z , t ) .  We assume 

the waves have a slowly varying "envelope" dynamics in the horizontal and time 

coordinates (X,r), where X = jdx, r = and C 1, including a "long-wave" 

component that does not oscillate in the wave coordinates {x,t). We assume that 

the bottom topography varies in the coordinate X, while the currents have slow 

scales of variation in the coordinates X and T = jt^ with 7 < 0 1. We choose 

an asymptotic expansion form that decomposes the velocity and surface elevation 

into wave, long wave, and current component;s that have the scale dependences 

described above. An expansion form that retains (2.10)-(2.12) as a leading-order 
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Q = f(x, X, T, T,...) + X,  T, T,  . . . )  +  5v{z ,  X, T,  

= w{x ,  z ,  t ,  X,  T ,  T, . . . )  +  X0'u/ -" - ' {z ,  X ,  T,  T , . . . )  +  S0w%z,  X,  T ,  . . . )  +  ••  •  

O = [(Va, ,  d /dz)  + /3Vx + . .  .]x  {q,  w) 

+ X[{PVx,d /dz)  +  . . . ]x{^^J t , / ' " )  

+  6 [ ipVx,  d /dz)  + ...] X (V, fW)  + ... 

= z, t, X, r, T,...) + X, r, T,...) + X, T, ...) + ••• 

E = ' , ]{x , t ,X ,T ,T , , . . )  +  X' , f ' "{X,T ,T , . . . )  +  6C{X,T, . . . )  + . . .  

p = z, t, X, r, T,...) + Xp̂ '̂ iz, X, r,r,...) + 5'r(z, X, T,...) + .. .(2,14) 

Here A, 5 «C 1. Vx denotes a spatial derivative with respect to the slow hori

zontal coordinate X. The right-side quantities {q,'w,(if,r],p^) are for the primary 

surface waves (evolving on fast horizontal and time scales) that are influenced in 

their slow coordinate dependences by topography, long waves, and currents; we fur

ther denote the three-dimensional wave velocity by u — {q,w). The quantities 

are for the long waves that arise from wave-averaged non

linear interactions among the primary waves, with t/'" = jfiw''"'). Finally, 

for the slowly evolving, wave-averaged currents that are influ

enced by wave-induced vortex forces, Stokes-drift advection, etc. The topography 

also  has  only  a  s low spat ia l  dependence ,  H = H{X) .  

We distinguish waves and currents by a slow averaging operator, denoted 

by (•), over tbe (x, t, r) dependences in (2.14). This implies that all wave quantities 

have zero slow average, e.g., {^]) = (?/'") = 0. We further define a wave-phase 

average, denoted by {•), over only the {z, t) dependences, which distinguishes the 

primary and long waves; e.g., for i] in (2.10), ^ = 0 and r]^ = |a^, and for 

= 0. We thus distinguish two types of fluctuations about these averages by 

( • ) '  =  { • ) - ( •> ,  ( • ) '  =  n - ( - ) .  (2-15)  
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where the dot denotes the operand. 

Gonsistenfc with non-breaking waves near the peak of tiieir spectrum in the 

ocean, we assume that c < 1. We shall use e as the fundamental expansion param

eter of the asymptotic theory. The other scaling parameters [/?, 7, 5, A] <C 1 

will be chosen in relation to e to permit particular dynamical balances. We will 

clK)ose them to obtain both a consistent and general leading-order vorticity equa,-

tion for the wave-averaged current dynamics with advection, rotation, topography, 

and stratification influences and a general combination of influences from nonlin-

earity, topography, and the currents for the slowly vaiying envelope dynamics of 

the waves. We shall see that the scaling choices that allow this are the following: 

;3 = /•«' = tV, 7 - S = A = e, (2.16) 

where we assume that f,fi ~ c" = 0(1). It will be shown that these choices 

are consistent in (2.14) with the wave velocity remaining irrotational up to 0{€^) 

(Sees. 2.3, 2.5, Sz 2.7) and with the long-wave and current velocities being entirely 

horizontal up to 0{6l3) = 

2.5 Wave Envelope Dynamics 

Here we construct a slowly varying, weakly nonlinear wave theory for gravity waves 

in finite-depth water, carrying further the approach in Chu & Mei (1970). The 

basic strategy is to apply WKB theory {cf., Keller, 1958). To leading order the 

result coincides with the linear solution in Sec. 2.3. At higher orders it includes 

effects of wave nonlinearity and vorticity, topographic variations, long waves, and 

currents. In this section we assume t.hat the long-wave (?/"', W"')(X, z, r) and current 

((,i;)(Jf, 2,T) quantities are known, in order to determine their influence on the 

primary wave evolution. In fact, a,s these terms only appear in their sum we sliall 
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define 

(2.17) 

for the phase-averaged sea.-ievel elevation and 

V = ii'" + v (2.18) 

for the phase-averaged horizontal velocity. 

In subsequent sections we shall derive the evolutionary equations for the 

long waves and currents. 

2.5.1 Governing Equations 

We start with equations (2.1) and boundary conditions (2.2) and (2.3). The free 

surface eE is a function of both time and horizontal coordinates. As c is our small 

parameter, the free surface is a perturbation about the quiescent level, z — 0. Thus, 

we expand the free-surface conditions in a Taylor series about the mean sea level, 

z = 0. This is done by applying the operator 

(2.19) 

to (2.3). This gives the following surface boundary conditions, 

BE 

(2.20) 

Substituting in the expansion form (2.14) gives the following equations, to 
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order O (€"•'), 

dqi dp'" 
d t  dx i  

d tu  
4-

dt  dz  

l^^|iy;|2 X U)i 
M  C ' X {  

' dq i  dp ' '  a  .  . 
> ̂  ali + "'>> 

+ iik'" + f) X ho + x" z X {(i'" + v)) J + 0(^) ,  

i | ;W^ +  i . r ' x«4- | ; (p" '  +  r )  
w  C / - v  

d 
jr isiM" + ' " i ) )  

dqi  ^  dw _  
dxi  dz  

with boundary conditions 

dz  

+z. (({"• + f) X q 4- r X +. k))] + Oif"), 

P'"{Q)  
tanli,(/i) 

p'«'(0) + r{0) r/ " dt' 

V +  r)  

ty(0) 
df j  
d t  

dz  
d t f  

0 

rf'"' + C 
tanh{/i)_ 

i  f  

0. 

+ 0(e^'), 

q - ^ x V - V  
dw 
dz  

+e^ 

dw 
dz  

rf d'^w 
2 dz''^ 

+ O(e^), 

(2.22) 

^ at 0 0 4 \ 

0 dt 0 c)j, 

0 0 dt <% 

dy dg,  0 j  

and n ~  ( t t ® , v ® , ,  t h e n  we may write equation (2.21) as 

Cn = ej^(n) ,  

wheire T represents the higher order and nonlinear terms. 

(2.23) 
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2.5.2 Wave Phase Dynamics 

We assume that, at lowest order, we have waves of the type 

Vol  , r]Q = — e 3 +C.C., 

Woi iSix&l , fig = ,__g jS (:.x,j (2.2o) 

where 

Vol  ~ (2.26) 

Here i  = V'-1, Voi  and TCqi are complex, and ex .  denotes the complex conjugate. 

A is the wave amplitude function in the surface elevation, and S is the phase func

tion that, when divided by in the exponential, yields oscillations over the fast 

coordinates S is related to the wavenumber vector and frequency by 
f j C  

k  =  VxS,  a  - (2.27) 
OT 

as is customary in ray theory (Lighthill, 1978). This solution form satisfies (2.24) 

and (2.22) at leading order in e when the derivatives (Vx^d/dt) axe interpreted as 

(Vx, d/dT) when applied to the solution form (2.25) and when the dispersion 

re la t ion  (2 .11)  holds ;  i . e . ,  

= S2(X, r,Jfc) = ;..tanh[-H(X fe)]_ ^2.28) 
^ ^ tanh[/i] ^ ' 

The so-called ray eciuations for the phase dynamics are completed by the 

di f ferent ia l  consequences  of  (2 .27)  and  (2 .28) ,  v iz . ,  

dk  
dr  

= -VxS 

= 0, (2.29) 
X,K 

da ^  „  as  
I r C g -  V x O "  —  

or  or  

where Cy is the group velocity, 

Thus, the leading-order wave solution is wholly determined by the preceding rela

tions except for the slowly varying amplitude A, 
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2.5.3 Wave Amplitude Dynamics 

To determine A we must consider higher-order dynamical balances. Because of the 

nonlinearities in (2.24), the wave solution form (2.25) induces other harmonics of 

the primary oscillation. As in Chu & Mei (1970), we assume that 

n = 

1=4) 

00  i f l  EE S(X ,Y , r )  

+C.C. 
w-=i 

for I  >  1-  Here T^„i  is a complex function of the slow variables { X ,  t ) .  

This gives the new equations 

(0,0,0,l)wi,„(0) 

(0,0,l,())ni,„(0) 

((),0,l,0)7ii™(-Atif) = B, 

f i lm 
tanh(/i) 

+ Qim-> 

- imoi i im 4* Gun-

' Im^ 

where 
^ —irna 0 

0 —irna 

0 0 

iniki irnk^ dz 

0 iniki ^ 

0 imki 

-ima dz 

0 

and 

nra{z)  =  

,  SiX.Y, r 

/  T W  { 'v \  \  

KM 

\ KM I 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

is the coefficient of c' and on the right hand side of equation (2.24). 

Likewise we may expand r/ and the boundary conditions. 
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Equation (2.32) is now a series of ODEs in z .  Rearranging them, we get a 

second order  EVP for  pressure ,  v iz . ,  

P  h  n  

1 dPUn 
tanh(/i) dz  

rnVpL = Firniz ) ,  

- m^a'^PlrniO) =•• Gt,n, 

(2.35) 
nH 

where 

F,„,{z) = imhTfJz) + imhnni") + §-/U^) + 

G,„ = imcr ^2 1 
tanh^/i)"^'"' tanh (//,)' 

Blrn -- i7n(rBun + J^,,i-fiH). (2.36) 

Once we have calcnlatfjd , qf^, and follow according to 

C(^ )  =  lpTm.i^) + 

All — ?' dp 1^1 i , , 
-t-

'Cn = tanh(Ai)jC(0) - tanh(/7,)^/^' (2-37) 

The following compatibility condition must be satisfied; 

f  F i i {z ' )  cosh .{Z ' )  dz '  =  tanh[/i]G;i cosh('H) — l?;i. (2.38) 
J - f i H  

This compatibility condition comes from the Fredhoim alternative to ensure that 

all secular terms are removed. 

At order 0(6*^), Foi — G'tn = Bqx = 0. The solution to the homogeneous 
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equation is 

,,, Aamsh.{Z)k 
'»> = -TshSIwj--' 

^ —i/lasinlx(2') 

.,y Aa'^ cosh(Z) 
Poi  =  'Tshih fwT'  

= A, (2.39) 

wiiicii agrees with (2.25). 

At order O(e'), Fn = Gn ~ Bn = 0. Thus, in order to distinguish the 

lowest order solution, we set ufi -- = w;®, = pl'i = r/f^ = 0. However, we do get 

non-zero contributions from Fu and Gyi ,  v i z . ,  

2k^A^ 
sinh(2'W) tanh(/i)' 

2l^'A^ 

cosh^('H) tanh''^(/i) 
Bn = 0, (2.40) 

which we may solve to get 

3AVcosh(22:)fc 

4sinh'^(?^) ' 
—3ikA^a sinh(2Z) 

3cosh(22) 

2 sinh(2'H) tanh(/i) V sinh'^('H) 

kA^ / 3 \ 
2tanh('k) \ 2smh' l 'Hj )  '  

4sinh"'(1h^) 
kA^ /3cosh(2^) 

2 sinh(2'H) tanh(/i) \ sinh'^('K) 

(2.41) 
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At order 0(e'^) we ha,ve 

cosh{3Z) \AfKA 2<jAmi\ i {Z)dV 
j,,, = - • fc - smh{M) Tz' 

k^\A\^A / ^ 33 \ dw^ .  dA 
G21 - 1 + xxfZTjT I ""5J" ^ 4sinh(2'M) fcanh (/i.) \ sinh (H) / dr  

+ a(o-^ ^-(/'" + r) 
\ d z ^  ^  

2crV(0)l 
0 cosh('H) tanh(//) J  

B21 = 
( J T  

- {2.42) 

Because these are aontrivial, it is necessary to satisfy the compatibility condition 

(2.38). This gives the following evolution equation for complex, amplitude A 

/}/4 1 i  
= • -Cg^VA---^AV-Cg-^^M\A\ 'A  

ikA (  ' '0  
c <!? 4" 

sui l i {2 'H)  

where 

2 / cosh(2^')'^(^')f^^'l > (2.43) 
J - u H  J  

1 9 
A'f = ak'^ { 1 H —- H fj7—" ) . (2.44) 

\ sinh (W) 8sinh (?:^)/ 

This may be more readily interpreted by decomposing A into its magnitude 

and slow phase, 

A{X, T )  = (2.45) 

The equation for the former takes the form of wave action conservation, v iz . ,  

dA 
+ Vx • (C,^) =: 0. (2.46) 

The action is defined in the usual way as mean wave energy over the intrinsic 

frequency (Lighthill, 1978), 

A = - i4,.: = ? (2,47) 
2a  tanh[/./] a 

(c/., (2.13)). Notice that the action evolution does not depend on the long waves, 

currents, or wave nonlinearity. In contrast, the evolution of the slow phase is gov

erned by 

do ^  M,  k  ^  
aZ  + 2[  cosh[2.Z]V(,2)iz) =0(2.48) 

J - u J J  J  
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indicating how the long waves, currents, and wave nonlinearity each induce changes 

along ray paths. In particular, note that the long waves and currents enter together 

in a simple additive fashion in the primary wave dynamics. The equation (2.43) for 

A, which underlies (2.46) and (2.48), has the cubic nonlinearity previously derived 

for dispersive surface gravity waves (e,^., Mei (1989)). We shall see in Sees. 2.6 

and 2.9 that the effects of Z in (2.43) are a combination of cubic nonlinearities, 

augmenting the explicit nonlinear term, and a variable environment provided by an 

inverse-baxometer response to atmospheric pressure variations. The final term in 

(2 ,48)  i s  recognizable  as  a  Doppler  sh i f t ing  of  the  s lowly  vary ing  f requency,  —dQ/dr ,  

by a wave-profile weighted-average of the long-wave and current horizontal velocity, 

V, This Doppler shift can be rewritten as 

where A is the wave action (2.47) and is the Stokes drift velocity discussed in 

Sec. 2.8; in the special case where V is independent of depth (cf., Sec. 2.12), the 

prof i le -weighted  Doppler  sh i f t  i s  s imply  V = k-V.  

This completes the determination of the wave envelope dynamics through 

leading o r d e r  i n  e  a n d  o n  e v o l u t i o n a r y  s c a l e s  t h r o u g h  { X ,  r ) ;  t h e  d e p e n d e n c e  o n  T  

is implicit in ( and v in these wave balances. 

2.5,4 Special Limits 

It is worth noting two situations that allow substantial simplification of the wave 

formulae, as well as those below for the wave-averaged effects on the long waves and 

currents. 

First , in deep water we can smoothly take the limit in the preceding rela.-

tions as /i and H = kfiH become very large. As a consequence, a iV'lc, 

(2.49) 

sinhp-j!!], cosh['H] fa 
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and in tlie upper ocean, 

sinh[2:], cosli|Z] w 
<u 

Comm,only these % and Z functions appear as denominators and numerators, re

spectively; thus their ratio has the simple exponential form, e**. (In contrast, we 

cannot smoothly take the shallow-water limit on the scale of the primary waves, 

11,% -->• 0, since the nonlinear interaction hierarchy for the wa,ves becomes ill-

ordered.) 

Second, given steady-state boundary conditions for the primary wave field, 

after adjustment from arbitrary initial conditions it will equilibrate through prop

agation so that dr = (*)^ = 0. Under these conditions the forced long-wave 

component disappears (Sec. 2.6), and the wave envelope dynamics are diagnosti-

cally determined from the currents, topography, and boundary conditions, with an 

impl ic i t  evolu t ion  only  on  the  t ime sca le  T.  

2.6 Long-Wave Dynamics 

In the presence of the primary waves in Sec. 2.5, there are forcings of long waves 

(sometimes called infra-gravity waves, to indicate their lower frequency) and cur

rents due to nontrivial wave averages of the nonlinear terms in (2.1) and (2.3). Here 

we consider this long-wave dynamics, deferring the currents until Sees. 2.8-2.9. We 

therefore focus on the response to the averaging operator (• )^ defined in (2.15). 
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2.6.1 Leading-Order Balances 

Given the coordinate and amplitude dependences in (2.14) and the primitive dy

namics of Sec. 2.2, the leading order long-wave balances are the following; 
^(,1' 
- 4- Vxp^''" 
r 

dplw 

dz  
= 

= 0 «' 4 
^  dz  

= 0 

•) • Vxip .m = 0 

= VA'-(rMo(0))^ 

iSSR""" = 

The second aad last of these balances occur at C(e), while the rest occur at (!?(€^); 

the corrections to (2.50) occur at C(e'®). The horizontal momentum equation and 

the kinematic condition at the surface {i.e., the first and fifth relations in (2.50)) 

formally have more contributing right-side terms than the ones listed. App. B 

explains how the listed terms are the non-trivial leading-order contributions. This 

is an entirely linear long-wave dynamics, forced by the right-side wa.ve-averaged 

terms. 

From (2.39), we can evaluate the long-wave forcing cjuantities in (2.50) as 

1 (ti^ )t = —Vtt ( cosh[2S]) ̂  
2 2 tanh[/i] \ smh[2?^] J 

We defer the interpretation of these wave-averaged forcings to Sees. 2,8-2.9 where 

they again arise in the current dynamics but with the alternative averaging operator 

( • ) .  



2.6.2 Quasi-Static Sea Levc?l and Pressure 

We simplify (2.50) by sepaxatiiig out a quasi-static coiiii^oiient of the long-wave 

solution defined by 

These relations (and their slow-averaged counterparts in Sec. 2.9.2) express the 

"set-up" phenomenon (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1962, 1964), whereby the mean 

sea level is more depressed under larger amplitude waves. Rirthermore, con

tributes, through the term containing to the nonlinear influence on the slow phase 

evolution of the primary waves by augmenting the coefficient M in (2.48). 

2.6.3 Long-Wave Currents 

We denote the residual components of (p^"',r/"') by {p'''"-' 

The latter components are in dynamical balance with nonzero and to'"*. 

After subtracting the quasi-static balances, the first relation in (2.50) im

plies that q/"' is vertically irrotational; hence, we can define a long-wave, horizontal 

velocity potential, 

s (sialyl 
rf"' = tanh[/i] /^'''(O) + ^ ^ • (2,52) 

nJtv  ^ Iw I ~iiy ^Jw 1 ~lw ^  ^  1 1  •"**" 1 1  " i f f  • (2.53) 

(2.54) 

The second relation implies that 
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hence this long-wave component satisfies a classical shallow-water dynamics with 

•w^'" a linear function of z. .Eliminating and •m/''" in (2.50) and noting that 

(V"' 1 ~lw r-, r/.\ ™ ^ —r?/" , (2.56) 
dr  tanh[/i] 

we obtain a forced horizontal wave equation for the long-wave velocity potential, 

J tv  
- Va'• = P'", (2.57) 

where 
/  n  f j  

(2.58) 
tanh[/x] 

is the long { i .e . ,  non-rotating, shallow-water) gravity-wave speed and the wave-

averaged forcing is 

^ / ^7 ^ ^ / nf%St \t i / 
tanh[/i] dr 

L 
2 tanh[/.t] 

/  \A fak  V Of \A\^k  V 
^ \ k tanh[?^] / dr \ <sinh[2'H; / 

(2.59) 

Eqs. (2.57)-(2.59) are a two-dimensional generahzation of the long-wave dynamics 

in (Mei (1989), eq. (2.36)). All of and r)'"' contribute through V and Z to 

the nonhnearity in the slow phase evolution (2.48), as functionals of |Af^. 

In the special case of deep-water primary waves [fi ^ 1; Sec. 2.5.4), rf'"' <c; 1 

in (2.59) (c/., ^ C 1 in Sec. 2.9.2), and the long-wave horizontal velocity may or may 

not retain its depth-independent structure, depending upon whether is small or 

not. In the latter case, the preceding relations must be corrected accordingly, In the 

case of steady-state primary waves (i.e., (•)^ = 0; Sec. 2.5.4), all of the long-wave 

forcings in (2.51) vanish, hence so does the necessity for a long wave component 

due to primary-wave nonlinearity. In this case the only significant wave-averaged 

forcing is for the currents (Sees. 2.8-2.9), 
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2.6.4 Long-Wave Vorticity 

The ordering choices (2.16) and the expansion form, (2.14) make it useful both to 

rescale and to define an anisotropic decomposition of the long-wave vorticity: 

(J'" = (2.60) 

where 

f ^  X  f  =  z  X  +  0 { ( ^ )  
\  dz J dz  

is a purely horizontal vector and 

:=  i r -Vx  y-i"-

However, the depth independence of and the vanishing of its vertical component 

of curl, implied by the first relation in (2.50) and by (2,54), imply that 

^ ^2.61) 

This indicates that the long waves are irrotational to a high order. We will see that 

this is sufficient to assure that the long wave component contributes to the primary 

wave vorticity (Sec. 2.7) in only a limited way and not at all to the current vorticity 

balance (Sec. 2.8). 

2.6.5 A Propagating Wave Packet 

The wave-packet problem is for a. primary wave whose amphtude function, A, htis 

compact support and propagates with Cg in (2.30) as described in Sees. 2.5.2-2.5.3. 

No current is forced by the wave packet since the average of the wave forcing over the 

r scale is trivial. An analytic solution may be obtained for the special circumstances 

in which //, k, and a are constant, and A is uniform in the direction perpendicular 

to k. In this case the primary wave has uniform steady-state propagation in (X, r) 
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for all its dependent; variables except ©. We deliiie a slow horizontal coordinate 

moving with and the phase propagation, 

X, = (2.62) 
\ a k \  

A steady-state solution to (2.57)-(2,59) is 

rix,y , r )  =  V . , -  =  -
f j lw 

t j .H 
(X). 

(2.63) 

From (2.30) and (2.51), and Cg are in the same direction and thus combine 

constructively in (2.63). Prom (2.30) and (2.58), 

g ^  =  \ / ^ ( ^ - ^ )  < 1 V « > 0 .  ( 2 . 6 4 )  

This indicates that the forced long-wave horizontal velocity moves with the wave 

packet; it is uniform perpendicular to (as is the primary wave packet); and it is 

directed oppositely to (the depth-averaged Stokes drift; see Sees. 2.8 and 

2.9.3) at a speed that is either equal to it (as 71 oo; deep water on the primary 

wave scale) or faster (n.5., 7'^"' remains finite while —> 0 as "H —> oo). As 'H —> 0 

(shallow water on the primary wave scale), 1^"'! —)• cxd since \Cg\ -> Since the 

asymptotic theory here is valid for ~ 1, alternative analyses should be made for 

these extreme limits. 

This behavior corresponds to the discussions in Mclntyre (1981) and (Craik 

(1985) Sec. 11.2) based on several earlier analyses referenced therein. Although the 

asymptotic scaling relations in (2.16) differ from those in the previous derivations, 

the resulting solution is the same. Once the preceding special assumptions are 

relaxed with more general initial and topographic conditions, we can expect depar

tures from steady-state propagation with nontrivial evolution of the wave packet 

properties and a "wake" of long-wave currents forced by the packet as determined 

from the relations in Sees. 2.6.2, 2.5.3 and 2.6.3. 



2.7 Wave Vorticity Balance 

The preceding wave dynamics are irrotational through the first two leading expan

sion orders. The first nontrivial wave vorticity arises at 0{(^) due to the background 

vorticity provided by the currents. To evaluate the wave quantities in Sec. 2.5, only 

a leading order approximation to x^) is required; however, to evaluate the av

eraged wave forcings in the current vorticity balance (Sec. 2.8), an approximation 

through 0{e^) is needed. 

The ordering choices (2.16) and the expansion form (2.14) make it useftil 

both to rescale and to define an anisotropic decomposition for the primary wave 

and current vorticities (as done for the long wave in (2.60)): 

X-"), e<^ = £(e, eV). (2.65) 

The ^ are purely horizontal vectors. Thus, based on the c ordering in (2.14) and 

(2.65), 

X"') = V X m'". 

Also, 

f  =  z x  f ^  =  z x ^  +  0 { e ^ ) .  ( 2 . 6 6 )  
\oz  J az 

Note that the formal scaling of the long-wave and current vorticities is identical, 

although (2.61) indicates that the former are actually much smaller. 

From (2.6) and (2.14), we have 

- eV X [(e""V') X «]' •- eV X [(e 'u" ' )  xV]+ 0{€^),  (2.67) 

where / = is an order-one constant and the prime superscript denotes de

parture from the wave average (2.15). The solutions to (2.67) for the wave vorticity 

are in App, G. 
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2.8 Current Vorticity Balance 

The leading-order vorticity balance for currents comes from averaging (2.6) over 

wave scales. The expansion form in (2.14) and parameter relations in (2.16) have 

been chosen so that the tendency, advection, and wave-aA'-eraged forcing terms all 

enter at the leading order. Formally, we write this at 0(6«) as 

X [(c«/- + e f z )  X (v,e''^M/')] = x (  ( e  x u ) ,  (2.68) 
dT 

but its leading order balances are more apparent when we decompose it into hori

zontal and vertical components at 0{^) and 0(c''), respectively: 

^  + (» .vv+i / /£ - ) r -  ( f  •v ,v  +  ( /+x ' ) | j )< '  =  

+  zx^- [zxVj : l i r  
O Z  

^+(v-Vx+ .<.=1;  )  ( /  +  X' )  -  (e  • Vx  + ( /  +  x")  =  

iVxxJ, (2,69) 

where 

« .  f dv  2v7 c\  9v  

x"" = z Vx XV- (2.70) 

The horizontal vector J is defined by 

J = e"'^z X 

-  zx(^  wo^  +  +  iv i^ '  Xt 'm -  (2 .71)  

and K is defined by 

K  = Z -  ( % y  (2.72) 

The wave-averaged forcing terms in (2.69) come from the right-hand side of (2.68) 

that has the form of a curl of the so-called wave vortex force, whose horizontal 
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and vertical components, respectively, are J and e '•^K at C{e^) (also see Sec. 2.9). 

In (2.71), we have used the fact that quadratic products between n = 0 and 1 

components have zero wave average. We have also used the fact that 

from (2.10) and (C.6). Since the form of (is'jXQ') is identical to (CoiX^) hi its 

dependences upon the primary wave variables, this also implies that the former 

long-wave terms in (C.8) will make no contribution to J even at <!?(1), and thus can 

be ignored for our purposes. The other potential long-wwe contributions implicit 

in the formidae for {^,X2) vanish since they enter linearly in V and disappear 

after averaging over r. Finally, there are no vortex forces resulting from averages 

of quadratic products of long-wave fields {e.g., {4"" x )) since they would enter 

(2.69) only at a higher order in e. 

We evaluate fully the expressions for J and K from (2.39), (C.6), (C.7), 

(C.8), (2.71), and (2.72) to obtain the following: 

dv 
J = X ^ (x'^ 4- J") _ ^ ^ ^ ™ Vx j dz' ^ 

In both J and A', we note that all the wave-averaged forcing terms are related to 

the Stokes drift, which is defined and evaluated as 

Its vertical integral is 

j  U o d t - V ^ -  -

£ 4:k skill'm 

We fxlso have defined a vertical pseudo-velocity. 

V^\z')dz' " sjnh[2Z]A:. (2.75) 

w^^{z) = --•Va" f tr^^dz'. (2.76) 
•/ —nH 
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This combines with the horizontal Stokes drift in the following three-dimensional 

incompressibility relation, 

+ = 0. 
az  

We use the term pseudo-velocity here to distinguish it from the fact that the vertical 

component of the averaged quadratic quantity in (2.74) the true Stokes drift — 

is zero. Stokes drift is the Lagrangian mean flow associated with the leading-order 

wave field, and it has a non-dinwnsional scaling factor of e {i.e., the same as v in 

(2.14)). 

Since currents are distinguished from waves, not just in their coordinate 

dependences (2.14), but also in their dominantly vortical, rather than irrotational, 

character, we can view (2.69) as the central dynamical relations for current evolution 

under wave influences. However, for a complete characterization of the current fields 

and their dynamics, we must consider additional relations (Sec. 2.9). Some further 

interpretation of the vortex force is in Sec. 2.9.6. 

2.9 General Current Balances 

Now we examine the wave-averaged continuity and momentum equations and 

boundary conditions for the currents. In anticipation of the leading-order dynami

cal balances, we partition the sea level and pressure to isolate a component in sl;atic 

balance with the atmospheric surface pressure and wave field (denoted by •) and a 

dynamical  te rm (denoted  by  •")  assoc ia ted  wi th  the  currents ,  v iz . ,  

C = C + e'C, r=p + eV. (2.77) 

The static components are analogous to in Sec. 2,6, except here they are 

due to the full average over the wave scales. 
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2.9.1 Continuity and Bottom Boundary Condition 

The linear equations are easily averaged. The continuity equation for currents 

occurs at compaxed to (2.1): 

Q'itf' 
Vx-v+-^-  =  0 .  (2 .78)  

az  

The bottom bouTidar.y condition (2.2) also occurs at (!?(€''®), v iz . ,  

l i f  = - ^ f . i V ' V x H  a tz  =  -nH. (2.79) 

2.9.2 Static Pressure and Sea Level Fields 

The leading-order, wave-a,veraged momentum balance from (2.1) occurs at 0(f'^) 

horizontally and C(e) vertically; in both relations it can be integrated spatially to 

give a balance with the wave kinetic energy density, 

P = + (2-80) 

which is a simple form of the Bernoulli integral. The right side is often called a 

Bernoulli head, here due to the wave-averaged kinetic energy. Cp is an integration 

constant. There are analogous wave-averaged forms of the surface conditions, (2.5) 

and (2.22), expanded about 2: = 0 (as in Sec. 2.5) at 0(e): 

Cb is an arbitrary function of t that appears due to spatial integration of the mo

mentum equations; it will be specified later (Sec. 2.9). Using the leading-order 

wave solution in Sees. 2.3 or 2.5, we evaluate the leading-order wave kinetic-energy 

density to be 
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and the wave terms in (2.81) to be 

(•"•If'"') = ("'«'">) = 
The latter quantity is thus the mean, sea-level tendency variance, ({dr i  jd t ) ' ^ ) .  The 

first relation in {2.81)-(2.83) — among oceanic surface pressure, atmospheric pres

sure {cf., (2.4), sea level, and {to^} — is similar to one derived in McWilliarns and 

Eestrepo (1999); it shows that one cannot infer the oceanic surface pressure with

out correcting for a mwe-averaged term {e.g., in altimetric inferences of dynamic 

pressure). These relations can be manipulated to show that Cp = — Po) 

and Ch = 0 without loss of generality. Tims, the static sea-level and pressure fields 

are 

; tanhM 1/ \ A f k  \  
^  2 \ s inh[2?^] /  

The wave forcings in each of these expressions are the same as for their long-wave 

counterparts in (2.51)-(2.52) except for the difference in averaging operators. The 

first part of ( is the "inverse-barometer" response of sea level to an atmospheric 

pressure anomaly (presumed to be 0(e) for well orderedness), and the second part is 

the wave set-up on the current time scale. As with in Sec. 2.6, the current-scale 

sea-level fluctuations provide, through ( and Z, an additional cubic nonlinearity in 

the wave-amplitude balance (2.43). The determining relations for p and ( do not 

involve the current velocity; hence they may be called static balances. 

In the deep-water limit [ i .e . ,  H -> oo), (2.84) indicates that C 0 while 

p(0) remains finite. This implies that the wave set-up effect on sea level becomes 

negligible in deep water. It also implies that the indicated altimetric correction to 

inferred si.irface pressure based on (2.81)-(2,83) becomes applicable only to the static 

pressure, p(0), rather than the dynamic pressure, jf'iO), and thus inconsequential 

for determination of large-scale geostrophic currents in deep water through the can

cellation of the static pressure gradient force and the leading-order Bernoulli-head 
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gradient in the momentum equations (see further remarks at the end of Sec 2.9.5). 

2.9.3 Dynamic Surface Boundary Conditions 

With p and ( fully determined, we proceed to the nonlinear, wave-averaged surface 

boundary conditions at and horizontal anid vertical momentum equations at 

(!?(€®) and respectively. The surface pressure condition (2.5) is 

where the wave-averaged forcing term is 

+  ( ( 0 )  +  )  

(,86) +\ 'to'h-aJi-C) + 2''° a?-'"); 6\ '°"spr(0) > (2.86) 

Other terms formally contribute here at lower order in e, but they drop out after 

averaging. The evaluation of Vo is laborious, involving (2.39), (2.41), (2.42), (A.3), 

(A,4), and (A.5); the result is 

1/ I Ai'2j^2n ... \ tanhy / , ^,2 

12 

Po =  i (mV{l  +  tMih 'M)(C +  V" ' ) )  +  ̂ ^^ ( l -4p^ j{p  +  / " ) (0 ) )  

1  /  I^P  f  t anh[K]  /  

+ [ —^ cosh[2fc2:'] - 2ifetanh['H]V(0)| 
J  ~ixH ^  

1 /  WV 9 . , . x „  
+ iX I' ̂  2 

Note that the surfeice condition (2.85) between dynamic pressure and sea level at 

this order relevant to the current dynamics is even more complicated in its wave-

averaged corrciction than (2.81). 



The surface kinematic condition in (2.3), after expansion about z  = 0 and 

averaging, becomes 

iu%Q) = Vx-('/Mo(0)), (2.88) 

where similar considerations are used in this derivation as in its long-wave coun

terpart in (2.50). This final expression for the wave-averaged forcing of the surface 

x ' e r t i ca l  ve loc i ty  i s  f ami l i a r  f rom (McWil l i a rns  and  Res t repo ,  1999) ;  v i z . ,  i t  i s  t he  

Va divei^gence of 

the depth-integrated Stokes drift {c f . ,  (2.74)-(2.75)). This relation is the counterpart 

of the long-wa,ve )^ in (2.51). 

2.9.4 Mass Balance 

The depth-integrated Stokes drift also appears in the wave-avera,ged, local mass 

conservation law from (2.7) at its leading order, 0{e^), viz., from (2.78)-(2.79) and 

(2.88), 

Vx-  [ vdz' = ~uf{0)  =  ~Vx-(  /  ^ '^ 'dz ' )  = (w^'*(0)\. (2.90) 
J-LIH ^ .J-FXH '  ^ '  

This indicates that the leading-order horizontal mass transport divergence by the 

currents is equal and opposite to that by the waves. Equivalently, the current 

vertical velocity at the surface is equal and opposite to the surface value of the 

vertical pseudo-velocity •u)^^ from (2.76). 

2.9.5 Momentum Balance 

Substituting (2.14) into (2.1) and averaging with (•) yields the leading-order hori

zontal momentum balance for currents at O(e^): 

dv ( d \ 
„  + f« .  Vx  +  j  V +  f z  X V +  Va 'P® =  -  VxK^ '  +  J -  (2 .91)  
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The first right-side group of wave-averaged forcing terms here is minus the gradient 

of the primary- and long-wave horizontal kinetic energy density at 0(e:'^), viz., a 

f;r-order form of the Bernoulli head, 

J. 
K = • Wo + 2^"? 

1 /  ( j | ^ p  f r  
4 \ fcsinh'-^W 

dV f '  d^V 
sinh[22^]——h / 7~ sinh[2A;(z ~ /)] dz 

oz oz" HH 

iL/ \ +1/ \ (2.92) 
64\ sinh®f'^l r 2V^ ̂  r ^ ^ 

and the second group here is part of the wave vortex force, ( ^ u x  u f "  j ,  where J  

is defined in (2.71). The curl of the latter, of course, leads to (2.69). In (2.92) 

the explicit evaluation of the long-wave contribution can be done only after solving 

(2.54), (2.56), and (2.57). 

The vertical momentum balance for currents at 0((^) is 

(2 93) 
dz dz '  ^ ^ ^ ^  

which has the same types of wave-averaged forcing terms, with K defined in (2.72). 

This is a quasi-hydrostatic balance since the vertical acceleration and mean advec-

tion are negligible. 

Because the depth-integrated mass balance (2.90) lacks the tendency term 

dCjdT, which is smaller than the retained terms by 0(e'^), we must solve a diagnostic 

relation for p'^ in order to time-integrate the current dynamical equations. This 

relation is obtained by integrating (2.91) over the resting depth interval (— /xff, 0), 

taking the horizontal divergence, and using (2.90) to replace the depth-integrated 

acceleration with a T derivative of the Stokes transport (which is fully determined 

from the wave's forcing and boundary conditions independently from the current 

fields). The result is a diagnostic equation for VxP" dz' in terms of present 

values of the ciurent velocity and wave-averaged forcing terms. The complementary 
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vertical variation, of j f  is determined from (2.93). Wi,th determined, (2,85) is a 

diagnostic relation for 

For radar altimetric inferences of p''(()) from measurements of the sta,tic 

components, p and (, must first be eliminated as described in Sec. 2.9.2 (n.b., the 

elimination is trivial in deep water). As shown above, however, there are other wave-

averaged contributions through Po in (2.86) and IC in (2.92) that in principle must 

also be included in this inference; furthermore, some of these contributions involve 

wave-current products that are unknown a priori. Nevei'theless, in the limit of small 

Rossby number for the currents (i.e., V® <C fL^', dimensionally), these contributions 

in Vq and K are small compared to the geostrophically balanced components of p'^(O) 

and C's and thus this aspect of the altimetric inference remains valid. 

2.9.6 Vortex Force and Bernoulli Head 

The vortex force e''*(J, er'^K) in (2.73) is non-unique in its contribution to the 

current vorticity balance (2.69) with respect to any irrotationai force vector. The 

Bernoulli  head force in (2.91) and (2.93),  viz. ,  

-e' (^Vx, K, (2.94) 

is such an irrotationai vector. The following 3D vector identity can be demonstrated: 

dv' 
. (2.95) 

The left side is the vortex force in (2.73); the first right-side term has the clas

sical vortex-force form of the vector cross product of Stokes drift and absolute 

current vorticity (Craik and Leibovich (1976), with / = 0; MeWilliams and Re-

strepo (1999)), here generalized to include the Stokes vertical pseudo-velocity; and 

the second right-side term is another obviously irrotationai force vector. 
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For the dual reasons of retaining contact with the classical form and of 

simplifying the evaluation formulae for both quantities, we choose to shift the second 

right~sid€^ term in (2.95) from the vortex force and combine it with the Bernoulli 

head force; in doing so the first term, in the second line of (2.92) cancels. Tims, we 

redefine the vortex force and the Bernoulli head (as denoted by carets) to be 

The redefined quantities (J,., /i'*, /C») can replace (J, K, fC) in (2.69), (2.91), 

(2.93), and all their derivative relations. 

In summary, the current fields, (?;, %if, x'',]/', C^'), are fully determined at 

their leading orders from (2.91), (2.93), (2.78), (2.69), (2.79), (2.85), and (2.88), once 

their wave-aver aged forcings are determined from the wave dynamics in Sees. 2.5-

2.10 Material Tracers 

The non-dimensional primitive equation for conservation of a material tracer is 

The non-dimensional scale for C is irrelevant since this equation is linear in C. 

Analogous to (2.14), we decompose C into primary- and long-m'-ave and current 

components, 

C = 1/ (c(x, .2, t, X, T, T,. . .)  + Xci'"{X, r, T,...)) -f C(z, X, T,...), (2,98) 

1 / g| .4p r  ^  

4 \ fcsinh'^['H] J~hh dz''^ 
9 / |A|V2fc2cosh[4Z] 

64 V """sinh®]?^] 

2.7. 

^ + €r/-vc = 0. 
at 

(2.97) 
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where u C 1 because c arises at its leading order as a consequence of wave advectiou 

of VC, specifically the vertical stratification. This is also true for the long-wave 

component c'®, recalling that A = e in (2.16). Here the choice // = e leads to the 

following rapidly fluctuating tracer balance: 

^ ^ € («. Vc)' f + q • VxC + F • V^c j + 0{^). (2.99) 

As with wave vorticity (Sec. 2.7 and App. C), we can expand c in powers of € and 

integrate (2.99) over the fast time to obtain 

Co = WQdt) 

ci = «'! df) - J («o • Vco)' dt 

dC r* /•' ft 
C J  =  - — { J  W ; d t ) - - g ^ { J  w o d t ) - ^ V x C - { j  g „ d t )  

- r • { /' V,Co lit) - r (oi, • Vci + u,-Vc)' dt-ij' — dt). (2.100) 

The slow evolution of C is determined at 0{e'^) by 

^+(„ .V,+„- | ) c=  -e - (v .» : ) ,  (2 .101)  

where we have used the three-dimensional non-divergence of n to rewrite the right 

side as a wave-averaged material flux divergence. Again, there are no averaged 

contributions from products of the long-wave components at this order. 

In spite of its appearance, the wave-averaged forcing in (2.101) is actually 

0(1), as we now show. .Expanding the right-side through 0(1), we get 

( V • «c ̂  = -Vx ' (t)Co ) 

2 ^ / \ 9 / \  
e WqCQ J -  e J-{^WQCI + wiCo j  

^ "U-'oC'i + WiC'i + 'UJjCo (2.102) 
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The middle-line terms vanish: the first, on,e vanishes because Cq cx J ' u'o dl and the 

resulting ^ u'oif' wq dt) ̂  = 0 with the leading order wave solution (Sec. 2.3); and 

the latter two vanish because quadratic products of n = 0 and n = 1 have zero 

phase average since they have phase functions ±S and ±25, respectively (Sec. 2.5). 

The remaining terms are 0(1). They can be evaluated further by substituting 

Cn from (2.100) and evaluating the resulting wave-averaged quantities using the 

leading-order wave solution (2.39) and the definition of Stokes drift (2.74), while 

also recognizing some cancellations due to the wave averaging. The result is 

II  + («. + w ^f:) c  = --{v"')  • VxC -  ( ( 2 , 1 0 3 )  

Thus, three-dimensional tracer advection happens both by the current velocity and 

by the wave-averaged Lagrangian velocity comprised of the horizontal Stokes drift 

and its associated vertical pseudo-velocity. The latter effect is a generalization of 

the horizontal tracer advection by tP'' found in McWilliams and Restrepo (1999); 

the addition here of vertical advection by the pseudo-velocity is a consequence 

of the horizontal spatial scale separation between waves and currents. 

The leading-order, long-wave tracer balance also occurs at O(e^), It thus 

has a right-side, wave-averaged forcing term analogous to (2.101)-(2.103) that selects 

the T time variation instead of the T variation {n.h., (2.15), as well as long-wave 

advection of the current-scale tracer gradients. The outcome is 

(  u„ , /  ^  ^ / In, .  /  s f \ t \  dC Id 
dr J dz 

(2.104) 

The final right-side term involves the variance of the vertical parcel displacement 

for the wave field, e, defined to leading order by 

de 1, y4sinh[2^] /„ 
^ (2,105) 

{n.b.,  ,  e ~ r) at z — 0). This relation shows that long-wave tracer fluctuations 

are a consequence of combined long-wave velocity and Stokes-drift advection of 
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current-scale tracer gradients, analogous to the current-scale tracer fluctuations in 

(2.103), plus an apparent vertical diffusion in the long-wave tracer field by temporal 

changes in the wave displacement variance. This final effect does not lead to an 

actual vertical diffusion of C in (2.103) since its (•) average is zero. 

2.11 Stratified Flow.s 

Given the preceding results, it is straightforward to generalize the formal theory to 

include the effects of density stratification. Here we consider the simplest case where 

the density itself is a material tracer, but the further extension to a more general 

equation of state would not be difficult. In this case all of the relations in Sec. 2.10 

apply to the density p, or equivalently the buoyancy B defined dimensionally by 

5  =  , ( l ^ ^ ) .  ( 2 , 1 0 6 )  

Associated with B ^ 0 there is an additional gravitational force. If we 

non-dimensionalize the buoyancy by Bo — ge^S so that it contributes at leading 

order in the current vertical momentum balance in Sec. 2.9.5, consistent with the 

criteria for the choices in (2.16) — then the non-dimensional momentum equation 

(2.1) generalizes to 

where the dots denote previous terms not repeated here. As a consequence, the 

vorticity equation (2.6) becomes 

ao 

at • ••• 
and the conserved energy (2.9) becomes 

-liH 



These added effects for Sec. 2.2 are, respectively, the buoyancy force, buoyancy 

torque, and potential energy. 

Buoyancy effects are negligible for the leading-order gravity wa,ve solutions 

in Sec. 2.3. Indeed they are also negligible for the wave envelope dynamics in 

Sec. 2.5. Analogous to (2.14) and (2.98), we decompose B into primary- and long

wave and current components, 

B  =  e{h{x ,z , t ,X ,T ,T , . . . )  +  Xh^ ' "{X, r ,T , . . . ) ) -¥B{z ,X,T , . . , ) .  (2 .110)  

Witli this choice the wave buoyancy force enters the momentum balance 

(2.21) as a right-side term, taiih[/i] in the vertical momentum equation. This 

is beyond the order of retained terms in Sec. 2.5, but it does contribute to the wave 

vorticity balance (2.67) in Sec. 2.7 as 

dui"' 
^  ^xV6;  (2 .111)  

C/i' v/fXXlXi j^.XJ 

hence in (C.3) as 

We evaluate bo from the buoyancy counterpart of the first relation in (2.100), viz. ,  

h f \n rH\ - ^4sinh[Z] dB 
dz^J """ sinh[?/] dz'  ^ ^ ^  

Then (C.8) becomes 

^  =  . . .  /l.sinh[2"] 9Ii , . . 
U%iih[ f i \asix ih[n]dz^ ^ ^ 

without any analogous change in In principle, this wave vorticity term con

tributes to the current vorticity and momentum balances in Sees. 2.8-2.9 through 

the horizontal vortex force J in (2.71), specifically the term ix ^ wa^ ^ In prac

tice, however, tliis buoyancy contribution is zero after inserting tooi from (2.39) and 

^21 from (2.114) and averaging. Yet the buoyancy torque in (2.108) does contribute 
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at leading order in the current vorticity balance, providing an additional term to 

the horizontal equation in (2.69)5 viz. .  

•qT tanh(/i] 
x vxb. (2.115) 

In summary, density stratification does not importantly change the primary 

wave dynamics. It does contribute to the current dynamics through the buoyancy 

force in the vei'tical momentum balance in (2.93). 

B djf 

dz 

dK 
. 4. 4., 
dz ta.nh[//,]' 

(2.116) 

and through the buoya.ncy torque in (2.115). Wjwe-averaged advection does con

tribute to the evolution equation for B analogous to (2.103): 

dB f d 
\  ' VxB w S t  \  dB 

/ dz'  
(2.117) 

It similarly contributes to the long-wave buoyancy equation analogous to (2.104); 

M 
dz  

dJjlw 

dr  
{4"" + • VxB -

+ 
1 d 

dr 
dB 
dz 

(2.118) 

2.12 Shallow-Water Currents and IVacers 

A widespread oceanic approximation for ctirrents with small aspect ratio (i .e. ,  <C 

1) in a uniform density layer is the so-called shallow-water model. In such an 

asymptotic limit the vertical structure of the flow is often considered to have little 

significance, so that it is sensible to represent the fluid velocity in terms of its 

depth average. This form of representation is not unique. One alternative is to 

represent the velocity by its value at the ocean surface (Peregrine, 1967; Restrepo 

and Bona, 1995). Here, however, we choose the simpler alternative assumption that 

dv/dz « 0. The result of this assumption is a considerably simplified dynamics 
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compared to either the three-dimensional dynamics derived in Sees. 2.8-2.10 or 

even their depth-averaged dynamics (Restrepo, 2001). In the presence of wave-

averaged forcing with nontrivial vertical structure (i.e., H not small), the shallow-

water condition of zero vertical current shear cannot hold; however, we can imagine 

vertical mixing processes (absent in the present formulation) that act to enforce the 

shallow-water condition on the evolutionary time scale of the (currents but not the 

waves. In such a case we can heuristicaily argue that this would have the effect of 

imposing this condition on the current and tracer dynamics. 

The current vorticity (2.70) implies that ^ = 0 through 0{e^) if dv/dz = 

0. This greatly simplifies the wave vorticity: from (C.1)-(C.3), we conclude that 

= xo"' = er = xf = 0; hence J or J* is entirely given by its first term in 

(2.73) or (2.96). Ignoring the horizontal vorticity equation in (2.69) and vertically 

averaging the wave forcing in the vertical vorticity equation in (2.69) inside of 

the horizontal divergence operator — both for consistency with the shallow-water 

condition and to preserve the differential functional form of the forcing — we obtain 

for the latter, 

is the potential vorticity of the shallow-water currents. The local mass balance from 

(2.90) becomc's 

Here the depth-integrated Stokes drift is given by (2.89), and 

/ i ,c 

(2.119) 

(2.120) 

These two relations can be combined to give the potential vorticity law, 

(Ir+" • n = ~ [ik, £„ (• V. n • ("-^2) 
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A fu.rth,er compaction of these expressions can be made by defining 

= f + x^ ixVx't = = tiHv+( [ (2.123) 

tliat, respc;ctively, are the vesrtical component of the absohite vorticity for currents 

and the combined transport streamfimction f/ that assures the mass balance in 

(2.121). Rewriting (2.119) and (2.122), with fj = yields 

B A 
j.jr+'^x-[A'U] = 0 

= 0- (2-124) 

These are quite familiar functional forms for shallow-wa.ter vorticity and potential-

vorticity dynamics, but with the Stokes advection implicit in the relevant advective 

velocity. 

The vorticity and divergence relations (2.119)-(2.121) are sufficient to de

termine V, given the definition of hi (2.70). Thus we can avoid dealing explicitly 

with the current momentum balances, (2.91) and (2.93), and the associated bound

ary conditions, (2.79), (2.85), and (2.88); this also allows us to avoid (p*^, 

except as diagnostic fields. But the relations (2.80)-(2.84) for p and ( are unaltered 

in the shallow-water approximation. 

The analogous shallow-water statement about the material tracer is 

dCldz = 0. Both Co and ci in (2.100) vanish since they are proportional to 

dC/dz, and the leading order tracer fluctuation occurs only at as 

C2 = -VxC'ij" q,dt). (2.125) 

The corresponding slow tracer balance (2.103) becomes 

VxC (2.126) 
dC 

4"( /° V^'dz 

after the vertical averaging required for consistency witb the .sliallow-water condi

tions. Thus, the wave-averaged forcing has the efi'ect of an extra horizontal tracer 

advection by the depth-averaged Stokes drift. 



We can. combine (2.121) and (2.126) into the relation, 

I 
0 

S t  l . iHv+{ f  ^ ' 'dz)]C 
-fiH 

-z-VxtxVA^a (2.127) 

Integrating this over all space yields the expected conservation relation for the total 

material tracer, 

4 - 1 1  f  C d z d x  = 0, (2.128) 
dl J Jv 

if there is no flux at the lateral boundary. 

2.13 An Illustrative Example: Evolution of a Shelf Vortex 

We illustrate some of the possible wave and current behaviors with numerical solu

tions of the shallow-water model (Sec. 2.12). We choose a broad shelf region with 

a gentle bottom slope up toward the west and a circular depression (Fig. 2.1a). 

We refer to the edges x = 0 and y ~ 0 of the rectangular domain as the western 

and southern boundaries. The primary wave is specified to be incident from the 

deeper region to the east, and it propagates westward through the domain en route 

to a coastline farther west. The currents are dominated by a cyclonic vortex, ini

tially centered over the bottom depression (Fig. 2.1b). We examine both wave and 

current solutions, but their mutual interaction is artificially constrained to simplify 

this preliminary computational study: the wave field is in steady-state balance (on 

the T scale) with the initial vortex, hence the long wave component is zero, and 

the vortex evolution (on the T scale) is calculated with the wave field frozen in 

this initial state, rather than co-evolving with the currents, However, as more fully 

explained in Sec. 2.14, the only field that is biased by this artificiality is 0(X, I'). 

For oceanographic recognition, we present the quantitative results in dimensional 

units, although, we retain our non-dimensional notation. 

We solve the wave equations (2.11), (2.29), and (2.43)-(2.48). In our base

line case for the wave evolution, the horizontal domain is a square with a span of 
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î krnMim 

Figure 2.1: (a) Bottom depth HiX)  [rn]. (b) Initial vortex velocity i;(X,0) [m 

L = 56 tel. The resting depth decreases from 25 m in the east to 20 m in the west, 

and the superimposed depression is 2 ni deep with a Gaussian decay on a spatial 

scale of 7 km and a center in the northeast quadrant (Fig. 2.1a). The boundary 

conditions are periodicity in y and inward and outward radiation at the east and 

west, respectively. The incident wave is uniform along the eastern boundary. It has 

an amphtude of |^| = 1.0 m, slow phase of 0 = 0, wavelength of 'lit/k = 160 m, and 

propagation direction to the southwest. The associated wave period is 27r/cr = 11.5 

s, phase speed is 13.6 m s " \ and group velocity is |Cp| = 10.5 m s""^ Consequently, 

the non-dimensional parameters are e = 0.04 and = 1.0. A cyclonic current vor

tex is centered over the bottom depression (Fig. 2.1b). It has a Gaussian shape for 

X'^(X) with a peak amplitude of 10""'^ s'"^ The widths of both the depression and 

vortex are 7 km. This is comparable to the characteristic X scale of Ije^k = 15 

km to be consistent with the assumptions of the asymptotic theory (Sec. 2.4). The 

associated velocity field has a maximum speed of about 0.16 rn s~*. Note that v is 

not axisymmetric {n.h., stronger flow in the northwest sector than in the southeast), 

even though x^' is symmetric, due to the initial velocity divergence implied by the 

current dynamics discussed below. 
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I 
I 

Figure 2.2; Steady-state wave amplitude in the baseline case; (a) jAKJC) [m]; (b) 
0(JC) [radians]. 

Since this partial differential equation system is hyperbolic, we use first-

order space/time differencing, with iipwinding in the advective terms. Nonlinear 

terms are incorporated using a fixed-point scheme (Isaacson and Keller (1994), p. 

109-113), iterating until the diflference between successive trial solutions has an 

absolute supremum norm no larger than lO'^^. A convergence test confirms that 

the code has the correct approximating characteristics and that the diffusion due 

to first-order upwinding is small enough over the time scales of the calculations 

for waves propagating in any direction. The solution is integrated until reaching a 

steady state with the incident conditions throxighout the entire domain. This takes 

less than 3 hr (c/., the characteristic r scale is l/cre^ = 0.32 hr). 

With this posing u is uniform in the domain because it is conserved along 

ray paths in (2.29); however, both k and Gg have modest variations due to the 

depth changes. The spatial distribution of the wave amplitude (Fig. 2,2) shows 

substantial variations across the domain in both magnitude and slow phase, \A\ is 

substanti,ally reduced behind the bottom, depression and increased on its flanks as 

a result of the convergence and dix'ergence of Cjj, respectively. In the absence of the 

depression (Fig. 2.3a), \A\ varies much less through the small convergence of Cg as 

the waves shoal, and \A\ is uniform with uniform H. Rom (2.46)-(2.47), there are 



no influences on |/i| from either wave iionlinearity or currents. The 0 variations are 

mostly due to the wave nonlinearity (from both ( and M) in their ma,gnitude (c/., 

Fig. 2.3b),  but the B{x) pattern in the baseline case is substantially influenced by v 

through opposite-sign Doppler shifting on either side of the vortex {cf., Fig. 2.3b). 

Figure 2.3: Steady-state wave amplitude: (a) |.^4|(X) [m] without the bottom de
pression; (b) Q{X) [radian] without the currents. 

We solve the current equations (2.119)-(2.121). We discretize them with 

centered, second-order differences. We make a Helmholtz decomposition, 

and then solve the second-order elliptic equations for and if after time stepping 

for new values of vertical vorticity and horizontal transport divergence, respectively. 

The initial velocity, t;(X, 0) (Fig. 2.1b), thus hfis an axisymnietric vortical compo

nent due to X''' and an asymmetric divergent component due to the mass-flux balance 

in (2.121). The boundary conditions for currents are periodicity in y (but including 

a trend in y for ip to represent the domain-averaged flow) and no normal flow at 

the eastern and western boundaries, 

>• 
I 

V = zx (2.129) 

(2.130) 
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The second condition includes the Stokes drift, consistent with the mass-flux con

straint (2.121). These conditions are not truly appropriate to open-ocean bound

aries, but we use them only for solutions where v remains quite small there. Tliis 

limits the integration time in T for solutions with spatial propagation like these. Fi

nally we also set x® = 0 on the x boundaries for calculating the potential-vorticity 

flux divergence in (2.119), as a further degree of isolation of the current evolutioix 

from boundary fluxes. 

& 

• ,  i? . .  I  T'nr: 

"Pj-
; 

X{km) X(km) 

Figure 2.4: (a) vorticity x'^(X) [s' and (b) velocity v ( X )  [m s (both as vector 
and contoured speed) for the currents in the baseline case at a time of T ~ 4.0 days. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Stokes drift ^' ' '{X) [m s'"^] and the combined velocity v +• tf''(,X) 
[m s" •^] (both as vectors and cont.omred speeds) in the baseline case at a time of 
T = 4.0 days. 



In the baseline case for the current evolution, the initial cyclonic vortex 

(Fig. 2.1a) has a peak amplitude of 10"'* s""^ that is equal to /; hence the initial 

is shown in Fig. 2.5a. It is directed mainly to the southwest, parallel to k, and 

its magnitude ranges from 0.013 to 0.023 m s"^ with a pattern similar to |yl| (Fig. 

2.2a); this is slightly larger than the magnitude of ir;(0) (Fig. 2.1b). (Recall thai 

the Stokes drift is held fixed in time.) As the currents evolve (Fig. 2.4), the 

vortex retains its coherence as it moves off the bottom depression and propagates 

to the southsouthwest at an average speed of 0.05 m s"' while emitting a weak 

topographic Rossby wave wake. This behavior is analogous to the nuich studied 

propagation of a strong, isolated barotropic vortex under the influence of a variable 

Coriolis frequency, f{Y) {e.g., McWilliarns and Flierl (1979)), except here due to the 

topographic slope H{X) assisted by the Stokes-drift advection in (2.119). Tliere is 

a proclivity for v to develop a component w —as a means of satisfying (2.121), 

which would have a canceling effect on the wave influence in the net advecting 

velocity. This proclivity is quite strong in wave-influenced, Ekman-layer solutions 

(McWilliams and Restrepo, 1999) but it is more modest here (c/., Figs. 2.4b and 

2.5b) where is much weaker than v. 

Figure 2,6: Same as Fig. 2.4, except without wave effects. 

We contrast this baseline solution with the evolution of currents without 

vortex Rossby number is one. The depth-averaged Stokes drift, ^ 
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any wave influence {i.e., = 0), shown in Pig. 2.6. The vortex evolution is 

qualitatively similar without waves, but the propagation speed and direction are 

substantially different, the Rossby wave wake is less extensive, and the exterior ve

locity field is smaller. The propagation speed is here more toward westsouthwest 

and the average speed is 0.01 m Note that the difference in propagation speeds 

with and without wave effects is larger than the magnitude of the Stokes drift by 

about a factor of two. Since the initial vortex would be a steady solution without 

a topographic slope (because the bottom depression and the vortex are both ax-

isymmetric and concentric), there is an early slowness in the propagation until the 

vortex moves away from the depression. The axi-asymrnetry in the vortex velocity, 

evident in the initial conditions (Fig. 2,1b), becomes larger with time (Fig. 2.4b) 

in the presence of the waves, but it is nearly absent without waves (Fig. 2.6). This 

occurs in spite of a high degree of axisymmetry persisting in x'' in both cases. 

These solutions demonstrate that the effects of wave-current interactions, 

as implied by our asymptotic theory, can be significant in a plausible coastal regime. 

Here we intend no more than a preliminary impression of the implied possibilities, 

leaving to the future a more extensive phenomenological exploration and dynamical 

interpretation. 

2.14 Summary and Discussion 

In this chapter we have derived a leading-order asymptotic theory for the coupled 

evolution of a primary gravity-wave field, forced long waves, and currents, This is 

done in the context of a coastal shelf region with finite-depth effects on all tfiese 

components. The resulting model yields a fairly complete description of the dy

namics of waves, currents, buoyancy, and tracers in this setting. The principal 

assumptions are the following: 
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• The primary gravity waves have the fastest velocity scale (S,  A < 1); they 

are nearly irrotational; and they have a weakly nonlinear dynamics because 

of small wave slope (e =- ak -C 1). 

• There is a scale separation in both temporal and horizontal scales between the 

primary wave and the currents, long waves, and domain topography (/?, 7 « 

1). 

These assumptions are embodied in the multi-scale solution form (2. 14). 

The asymptotic theory is initially developed for a non-stratified, non-

dissipative, finite-depth ocean (ie., with a depth compaxable to the primary wave 

vscale; /i ~ 1), but generalizations to deep water (Sec, 2.5.4), material tracers 

(Sec. 2.10), and density stratification (Sec. 2.11) are also developed. The gov

erning equations in the theory are averaged over the primary wave scales, and thus 

contain horizontal and time derivatives only on longer scales. The scaling relations 

among the various parameters (2.16) are chosen to give the most general governing 

dynamical balances at leading order, consistent with the assumptions above. 

The primary gravity-wave field has an oscillatory structure in time and 

horizontal coordinate, is surface intensified, and has the familiar linear, finite-depth 

dispersion relation (Sec. 2.3). On the horizontal scale of the wave envelope (Sec. 2.5), 

the primary phase properties satisfy a topographically controlled group-velocity 

theory for waves in a slowly varying environment (2.29), and the amplitude function 

satisfies an action-conservation law (2.46)-(2.47) independent of the long waves and 

currents, but with slow phase modulation (2.48) by the wave nonlinearity, long 

waves, and cm-rents. 

A long infra,"gravity wave is forced by the phase-averaged Bernoulli head 

and horizontal mass flux of the primary wave (Sec. 2.6). It is comprised of a static 

component involving only sea-level and pressure variations (2.52) and a dynamic 



component consistent with linear, shallow-water waves (2.56)-(2.57). Both of these 

components disappear after a transient adjustment of the primary waves to their 

generating boundary conditions (and wind forcing, if included) when the latter are 

imposed in a steady-state fashion, On the other hand, a propagating primary wave 

packet forces propagating long waves but no currents. 

There axe analogous static components in sea level and pressure for the 

steady-state, wave-averaged Bernoulli head and horizontal mass flux (2.84). The 

wave-averaged corrections to the usual hydrostatic relation between low-frequency, 

large-scale sea level and dynamic pressure • involving both {u^) plus additional 

terms in (2.85) — need to be considered in inferences of geostrophic currents 

from tide-gauge and radar-altimetric measurements (c/., McWilliams and Restrepo 

(1999)); however, these corrections are expected to be negligible for geostrophic 

current inferences in deep water and for small current Rossby number (see the end 

of Sees. 2.9.2 and 2.9.5). 

The vorticity balance for the currents (2.69) contains the wave-averaged vor

tex force, (e® J, e^K) or (e® J*, in (2.73) or (2.96), related to the primary-wave 

horizontal Stokes drift, and its vertical pseudo-velocity, by (2.74)-(2.76). 

Stokes drift also contributes to the depth-integrated mass balance for currents 

(2.90). In the current momentum balance (2.91)-(2.93), there is an additional wave-

averaged, Bernoulli-head force, — VK. or — V/C« from (2.92) or (2.96), and a static 

wave set-up in sea level and pressure (2.84). Finally, due to fluctuations induced 

by the primary wave acting on large-scale, low-frequency, material-concentration 

gradients, there are wave-averaged, advective transports in the material-tracer and 

buoyancy balances, (2.103) and (2.117), by tr''' and The large-scale buoyancy 

variations, of course, couple to the current dynamics through the gravitational force 

in (2.115) and (2.116). 
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The wave-current dyuamical coupling in this asymptotic theory has several 

causal chains that are not fully closed as feedback loops. The long-wave evolution 

(Sec. 2.6) contains primary-wave forcing that depends on the magnitude of the 

wave amplitude |.A| but not the slow phase €), and it also has no direct current 

effects; the same is true for the long-wave components of tracers and buoyancy 

(Sees. 2.10-2.11). The current evolution is independent of the long waves and other 

transient adjustments of the primary waves on the r scale. Furthermore, the wave 

effects on the current fields (including tracers and buoyancy) also depend only on 

\A\ but not 0 (Sees. 2.8-2.12). The evolution of |yl| in (2.46), through conservation 

of wave action, has no influences from the currents and long waves nor from ©, and 

thus it may be calculated independently. The evolution of 0 in (2.48), however, is 

influenced by |yl|, long waves, and currents, but its evolution does not have feedback 

onto any of them. 

Since there are many additional effects that could be included in a more 

realistic wave dynamics than the asymptotic theory in Sec. 2.5 {e.g., Doppler 

shifting of a and wave-steepening due to currents), it is important to emphasize 

that the derived form of the wave-averaged effects on the current dynamics .should 

be robustly valid in their dependences on A, k, etc., as long as the primary wave 

slope is not large, even if the evolution equations for these wave attributes are 

different than presented here. 

The present theory for wave-averaged effects on currents encompasses its 

predecessors (Craik and Leibovich (1976); McWilliarns and Restrepo (1999), where, 

e.g., the vorticity forcing term is x [() x (e^fz+u/')], and the tracer and buoy

ancy forcing terms are advection only by rather than (2.103) and (2.117)). 

These prior forms are a subset of the more general ones here and can be derived 

by assuming that (a) the Rossby number is 0(1) and (b) the hori-zontal scale of 

the currents is comparable that of the primary wave (e.g., as hi Langmuir circu

lations; McWilliarns et al (1997)). Thus, the essential basis for the new, more 
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general theory is the assumption of multiple horizontal scales (ie., 0 < 1) applied 

to the currents as well as to wave-averaged quantities — with the happy side benefit 

that the isotropic regime for currents {i.e., fi = 1 in this particular sense) is also 

encompassed. 

The large-scale oceanic surface (Ekman) layer is modified by wave-averaged 

effects of several kinds, in addition to the familiar vertical Reynolds stress and 

material flux by boundary-layer turbulence (not considered here). Most of these 

effects were discussed in McWilliams and Restrepo (1999), and they can be derived 

from the present theory if we make the conventional large-scale assumption of a 

small Rossby number for both the currents and Stokes drift. In this limit, the 

principal Ekman-layer momentum balance contains the Stokes-Coriolis vortex force, 

J, J* « -- fz X ) as in (2.73) or (2.96); the sea.-level/surface-pressure relation 

contains the (wo(^)) (2-81); and the Stokes mass-transport divergence 

forcing of surface vertical velocity is as in (2.88). What is more general in the 

presen t  theory ,  r e l evan t  even  fo r  smal l  Rossby  number ,  i s  t he  add i t iona l  { )  

vertical advection in the wave-averaged tracer and buoyancy balances in (2.103) 

and (2.117). 

The illustrative solutions presented for the shallow-water ansatz (Sees. 2.12-

2.13) give only a small sample of the possible behaviors implicit in the coupled wave-

current dynamics. A future task is to make a more systematic phenomenological 

exploration, witli the plausible expectation that new modes of behavior will be 

found {cf., the Langmuir instability; Craik and Leibovich (1976)). Because the 

asymptotic equations are averaged over the primary wave phase, they are much more 

economical to solve computationally than the primitive equations. For transient 

wave adjustment the reduction in computational cost is by a factor of e® and, for 

steady-state waves (Sec. 2.5.4) and currents, the factor is These can allow studies 

of coupling regimes that are quite inaccessible by direct numerical simulation. 
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The present theory lacks several features :n,eeded for realistically posed prob

lems in coastal regions. Most important axe paxameterizations for several non-

conservative effects. These include wave and current generation by local winds, to 

accompany the remotely generated waves transmitted through the lateral boundary; 

more robust wave boundary conditions {e.g., Higdon (1986, Higdon (1987)); wave 

dissipation, implicitly representing the weakly nonlinear ciiscade from the spectrum-

peak scale to breaking and viscous dissipation, as well as wave damping by surface 

contamination; current dissipation and boundary-layer mixing; and shoreline wave 

absorption and/or reflection and rip current generation through the accompanying 

radiation-stress divergence (Longuet-Higgins, 1970). Although the present theory 

has been presented for a single primary wave, several such waves with incommensu

rate primary phase fields may be superimposed withotit changing the results above 

since e <C 1; their wave-averaged effects on the long waves, currents, and material 

tracers are simply additive. Even if their phase fields are nearly commensurate, 

e.g., as might happen with shoreline reflection, then the generalization to include 

weakly nonlinear wave-wave coupling could be made rather easily. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Shore Connected Bars 

3.1 Introduction 

Sliore-cx)nnected bars exist in certain coastal areas, such as on the Mid-Atlantic 

Bight, off the east coast of North America, off the Dutch coast and off the Argen

tinian coast. Shore-connected bars form at angles of around 20° - 35° to the shore 

with the seaward side rotated upstream with respect to the landward side. They 

form in water between 5-30 meters deep and the bars have heights of up to a few 

meters. The along shore spacing of the bars is on the order of 5-10 km. These 

bars tend to form in areas where storm currents dominate the dynamics. In the 

case of the Dutch Coast, tidal currents are also significant but in the Mid-Atlantic 

Bight and off the coast of Argentina the role of tides is negligible. Studies suggest 

that most sediment transport occurs during the large storms, which occur several 

times a year in these locations with durations from hours to days. Bars migrate 

downstream with a celerity of a few meters per year. In this study we only consider 

storm driven flow. 

The original supposition was that shore-connected bars were sillstands left 

over on the strand plain from, the return of the Holocene sea. However, their ori

entation, with the down-shore end connected to the shore, does not fit with this 

theory unless the angle of the shoreline has changed significantly since tlien, Also, 

as these bars are active under present day hydrodynamic conditions, this suggests 

that they are not just a relic feature. Another hypothesis as to their formation is 
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that the bars are an erosional feature. Storm driven flows scour ont the landward 

side of the shore-connected bars. Gradually the shoreline retreats, and as it does, 

the ridges migrate down current and also off-shore. This hypothesis is described 

in Swift et al {1973). A third hypothesis is that they form as instabilities of the 

erodible bed under the inftuence of the local hydraulic regime. 

The idea that these bars formed through a free instability was postulated 

by Trowbridge (1995), largely inspired by the work of Huthnance (1982) based 

on Olf's (1960) observations of current-aligned bars. Using a simple model v/here 

l;he evolution of the bottom topography is related to the divergence of the flow, 

Trowbridge (1995) showed that the unstable eigenfunctions are up-current rotated 

bars similar to those observed. ThUwS, under certain hydrological conditions, up-

current rotated bars can form from a smooth bottom. Trowbridge (1995) noted 

that the formation of bars depends upon where U is the long shore velocity,  H 

is the bottom depth and the sediment flux is KU. If this quantity is approximately 

constant over x, the cross shore direction, and if H increases with distance out to sea, 

then shore connected bars will form. The mechanism behind the creation of these 

ridges is the off-shore deflection of water over the ridge crests. This deflection catises 

the flow to converge. This convergence of the flow in turn causes deposition which 

increases the size of the ridges. Trowbridge's model, however, has no distinguished 

length scale to explain the size and spacing of the bars. 

Falques et al. (1998) (henceforth denoted F98) developed a more detailed 

model that includes the full two-dimensional shallow water equations. Through the 

addition of a diffusive term to the bottom topography evolution equation, the model 

developed by Falques and his collaborators selects a distinguished length scale. The 

diffusive lierm represents the proclivity of sand grains to move downslope. The 

fastest growing mode, which often represents the length scale of the final feature, 

is chosen through a balance between the destabilizing effects of the convergence 

term and the stabilizing effects of the diffusion term. Subsequent additions to this 
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basic model include the effects of varying bottom friction, a sediment flux including 

both bed load and suspended load (Calvete el; aL, 2001) and different grain sizes 

(Walgreen and Swart, 2003). Finite amplitude effects are also explored in Calvete 

et al. (1999) and Calvete et a.l. (2002), 

R,estrepo (2001) considers how waves might affect the stability of the bot

tom topography. He points out that the adiabatic assumption made by F98 may 

not always be valid and explores whether the addition of waves significantly affects 

the formation of ridges. To investigate the effect of waves as well as the appropriate

ness of the adiabatic assumption, Restrepo develops a wave-current model by depth 

averaging the equations of motion derived in McWilhams and R.estrepo (1999) and 

specializes them to the shelf zone. The resulting model, while consistent, yields a 

wave field whose dynamics are linear and that interact only weakly with the rota

tional flow and the bottom topography. This outcome is the result of the Hodge 

decomposition of the velocity and due to the inappropriately short averaging time 

{i.e., hnear waves). 

The outcome of the coupled wave-current sediment model in Restrepo 

(2001) is very tentative with regard to exploring the effects of waves on the forma

tion and maintenance of .shore-connected bars as well as with regard to the adiabatic 

approximation. However, it was instrumental in providing modeling constraints on 

the wave-cmrent interaction model developed in Chapter 2 (see McWilliams et al. 

(2004)). 

Shore-connected bars form in finite depth water on the continental shelf. 

The petik of the wave spectrum in these areas has a wavelength on the order of 

100 m giving fj, = kH fn 1. The bars represent changes in bottom topography of 

meters over distance,s of kilometers. Thus their length scales are long corxrpared 

with a single wave. This suggests that the asymptotic theory derived in Chapter 2 

is valid in this regime. The storm driven currents, however, are quite strong, with 
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velocities on the order of 0.25-0.5 m/s. This is only a little smaller than the wave 

orbital velocities. The assumption that 6 =» e made in Chapter 2 after equations 

(2.14) may not be completely vaMd. 

In this we study we revisit the conjecture of Trowbridge (1995) and F98 

on the formation and evolution of shore-connected bars. In contrast to Restrepo 

(2001), the equations derived in Chapter 2 allow us to consider the full effects 

of waves on the current and the bottom topography, as well as the effect of the 

bottom topography on the waves, simultaneously. Our goals are (1) to compare the 

dynamics with and without waves; (2) to investigate the effects of different wave 

parameters; (3) to consider the role of the reference bottom topography, (4) to 

compare different boundary conditions at the shore end; (5) to consider the validity 

of the adiabatic assumption; arid (6) to investigate possi!)le mechanisms by which 

the waves affect the bottom topography. More details are given in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Governing Equations 

To lowest order in WcXve slope, and using the quasi-hydrostatic relationship for |/' 

(2.93), a dimensional version of the vertically integrated current equations (2.91) 

may be written as 

dVi ^ dVi ^ 1 df 1 d 
—r h Vj -r h f  (z  :< V^) , + — -r— 
ot dxj ^ poxi 

f° -
•- / Vi 
•3 J-H 

dK, 

dxi 

0 ^ J ~H 

Kdz' 

iVjdz 

dz (3.1) 

i  — 1,2, j  = 1,2, where the current is separated into barotropic and baroclinic 

components by Vj = F,; -f where 



The pressure may be eliminated by using the surface boundary condition (2.85) to 

give 

.  Y ._™ jf (^ X 1^) + T.—[gC + Q] + "A—' / ViVjd. 
d t  • ' d x j  '  ' '  a x i  0  H d x j J . . , f j  

4. 
H 

1 / r c) /'® 
+1 J i  +  ̂  Kdz' dz (3.3) 

0 combines waves effects on the pressure and sea elevation and is given by 

For simplicity, we assume that the current is independent of depth and we 

add, in an ad hoc manner, terms for surface wind stress and bottom friction to make 

the equations similar to F98. Thus the equations we consider are 

BV 
^  + F-V, . lK+/zxF+^VXC =  -Vi ,g - -zxF^ ' ' ^ (x ' ^  +  / )  

r  — rV 
+ ——7- (3.5) 

f/ + 

j^{C + H) + Vx.-({H + C){V'ry^')) = 0 (3.6) 

dH 
^  = Vi . -Q (3 .7 )  

where V = {U,V) is the vertically averaged current, = z - Vi x V the vertical 

vorticity, = ~^k = {U^\ V"''*) is the vertically-averaged Stokes drift due to the 

waves and Vi = is the horizontal derivative. 

Note that we include the tendency term d^/dt in equation (3.6) which wa.s 

left out of (2.90) because it came in, at higher order in e. We do not wish to suppress 

any potentially unstable modes by assuming that they are not important. 

Equation (3.6) also differs from (2.90) and standard mass conservation equa

tions in that it contains the term dH/dt, This is in addition to dH/dt appearing 

in (3.7). Alternatively we could substitute dH/dt with the right hand side of (3.7). 
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The bottom topography changes over timescales that are appreciably slower that 

the time scales associated with changes in surface elevation, thus dll/dt can be 

thought of as a perturbation to (3.6). Over short time scales, the surface elevation 

balances with the divergence of the vertically integrated mass flux. Over long times 

scales, however, the bottom topography changes. The sea surface elevation then 

adjusts slightly to take this into account. 

The third equation is the evolution equation for the bottom, topography. 

Q is the sediment; flux. We assume a very simple model where the sediment flux 

is made up of a convergence term and a diffusion term. In Restrepo (2001) it is 

shown that the flux depends not just on the current but also on the Stokes drift, i.e., 

V+V^\ The convergence term is proportional to the sum of the vertically averaged 

current velocity and Stokes drift. The diffusion term represents the tendency of sand 

to roll downhill. The coefficient of diffusion is proportional to the absolute value of 

the sum of the vertically averaged current velocity and Stokes drift. Thus, 

Q = a (F + - 7|y + I Vi/i), (3.8) 

a is a small parameter that represents the fact that the morphological time scale 

associated with changes in the bottom topography are far slower than the hydrody-

namic time scale fissociated with changes in the flow. The morphological timescale 

is associated with the hydrodynamic timescale by 

'̂ morpho ~ "'liydro-

We assume monochromatic waves at the peak of the spectrum with 

waveniunber, k = — (k cos(0), A:sin(f^)); frequency, <7; and amplitude, |.<4|. The waves 
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propagate according to the equations (see Chapter 2, (2.29), (2.46) and (2.47)) 

Bk kn 

|j+C,-Vx(r = 0, (3.10) 

and ^ + Vi-(C,|4p) - 0. (3.11) 

For convenience we rewrite the wavenumber equations in terms of the scalar 

wavenumber k and the angle of the waves B. 

dk ^  ™ ,  ( ik  f  , ^ .dH .  ,^ .dH\  /,> ,  .s  
•^ + C,-V.,k = (3.12) 

-f Cg • Vi 0 = ( sin(0)-— cos(0)—- I (3.13) 
dt  ^ sinh(2fc/f) \ ^ '  dx  dy  J  ^ ^  

Note that the scalar wavenumber's evolution is dependent only upon the bottom 

topography's gradient parallel to the direction of the waves whereas the wave-angle's 

evolution depends only upon the bottom topography gradient perpendicular to the 

wave direction. 

3.3 Reference State 

The model domain is semi-infinite in the x  direction. The water depth is Hq at 

X = 0 and increases to as x oo. Since the model does not take into account 

the surf zone, a; = 0 is not the shore per se but rather the shorewardmost part of 

the domain. Inclusion of the siuf zone would require consideration of phenomena 

such as wave breaking which lie outside of the scope of this investigation. In the 

shore-parallel y-ditection, the domain is periodic. 

F98 and subsequent papers use a linear, piecewise differentiable, function 

for the bottom topography. However, the jump discontinuity in the derivative 

causes the Gibb's phenomenon in their spectral representation. To circumvent this 

problem we use a hyperbolic tangent function for the derivative, so that the bottom 



topography is smooth. This considerably improves the numerical approximations 

without affecting the comparison of outcomes to those in the F98 study. 

We derive a steady state solution to the equations of hydrodynamics and 

sediment motion, consistent with F98, which includes a wave component. 

We assume that the inflow boundary condition for the shore-incident waves 

is steady and independent of y. As the steady bottom topography is also assumed 

independent of y, the incoming reference wave only varies in x. The frequency, tj, 

is constant throughout the domain. The scalar wavenumber, k{x), is obtained from 

the  water  depth ,  H{x), using the  impl ic i t  re la t ionship ,  =  gk{x) tmih{k{x)H{xj) ,  

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. $ and |/lp are found by solving the 

following relationships 

where Cg^, Boo and |j4|'^ are the group velocity, angle, and amplitude-squared, 

respectively, of the incident waves in the far field. 

As the waves are independent of y ,  so is the reference vertically-averaged 

Stokes drift. A dynamic long wave could be included, which would affect the sea-

elevation/pressure term Q (3.4). Hovvever, because the reference primary wave is 

steady, it does not generate long waves (see (2.57) and (2.59)) and so we leave them 

out of this analysis. 

The steady wind stress acts only in the y  direction and thus r  = {0 ,Ty) .  

In fact, for most of this analysis, we assume that the wind stress is negligible and 

concentrate on flows driven by a pressure gradient. This is equivalent to a = 1 in 

F98 and is also the situation Restrepo (2001) considered. We assume that the cross-

shore component of the reference current balances witli the cross-shore Stokes drift 

as a simple return flow. The sea elevation includes a small linear long-shore variation 

do at 'cm{${x))  dH 
dx  \Cg\s inh{k{x)H{x, ) )  dx  

(3.14) 

(3.15) 



representing a, pressure gradient that drives the long-shore flow, C' = 4'(x) -hsy.  The 

momentum equation in the long-shore direction becomes 

which gives us 

Thus, the long-shore velocity is forced by wind stress and a pressure gradient. 

Generally Ty and s are oppositely signed so that the two forces act in unison. Note 

that this assimies that -C H and so H + C' « H. The sea elevation gradient in 

the long shore direction s « 10"'^ m/m (consistent with the Mid-Atlantic Bight, see 

F98). Over the length scales of interest the sea elevation only varies by a centimeter, 

at most, and thus is small compared to the water depth. 

The cross-shore component of the sea elevation is given by 

a (  r jSi^ \  ay  ^TjSt  
& ( j = nv + V") + (3.18) 

^{x) is determined so as to balance these terms. 

3.4 Linear Stability 

The steady state is perturbed according to 

([/, V) = + 'u, F(a;) + t;), C = f («) + 2, H = - h.  

The bottom perturbation, h, also perturbs the waves; 

0 = 0{x) + o, k = k{x) + p, |/lp = |.A|®{.'c) + q. 

In the same manner that the waveixumber may Ise diagnosed from the bottom to

pography, the wavenumber perturbation, p, is enslaved to the bottom perturbation. 
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The liiieax relationship between the two is p = ~^h,  where aff"'' 

dk 2}^ 
(3.19) 

dli siii\\{2kH)+ 2k.H 

Linearizing the equations for the wave-angle perturbation, o, and the wave 

amplitude perturbation, q, gives 

where the five W-operators are given in Appendix E. In the absence of bottom 

perturbations [i.e., h — 0), the wave perturbations, o and q, decay to zero (see 

Appendix E). Thus o and q are also enslaved to h. Furthermore, the time scale 

for wave evolution is much shorter than the time scales for both the currents and 

the bottom topography. Thus, we assume that these adjustments are essentially 

instantaneous and solve for o and q as linear functions of h by setting the left hand 

side of equation (3.20) to zero. 

The linearized equations for the perturbations are 

where the Al-operators are also given in Appendix E). Eixpressing the perturbation 

variables in terms of the vector 

^ = W,oO+W,hh 
at  I = (3.20) 

— __ M-unU + M-uvV + AduzZ + vM „/,/), + + M-uqli 

dv 
— = JH-uu'U, + M-vvV + Mvz^ + M-vhh + -M-voO + JAvqq,  

dz  dh 
"t" "t" lAA-ghh ~|- AA-zoO "f- A'tzqQj 

M-huU + M-hAjV + M-hhh + M-hoO + M-hq^h (3.21) 

u 

V 
n 

c 
h 



we may w:rite equations 3.21 as 

at 
(3.22) 

where B is the matrix 
1 0  0  0  

0  1 0  0  
(3.23) B 

0 0 1 -1  

0 0 0 a 

and M i x ,  is a differential operator in x  and y .  The dependence on o  and g  is 

suppressed here because they are simply linear functions of h  as mentioned above. 

If we assume 

for A € €, Ky > 0, then we may rewrite (3.22) as the eigenvalue problem 

with Ky as a parameter. 

We assume that the perturbations are localized near the shore and hence 

decay to zero for large x. Solving the eigenvalue problem (3.25) with this boundary 

condition for a; —>• oo, we may to specify two boundary conditions at the shore. The 

first is the Hneariza.tion of [/(()) = to ensure that (at least in the hnear 

approximation) there is no net flux of water out the shoreward side. The second 

we specify as either /t(0) = 0 or = 0. F98 used the former of these two 

boundary conditions. However, there does not seem to be a good physical reason 

why this must be the case. We also look at implementing a Neumann boundary 

condition and considering the effect that this has on the solutions. 

We solve (3.25) for eigenvalue-s, X{Ky) ,  and eigenfnnctions, h{x,Ky)^  using 

the method out,lined in Appendix !P. For a given Ky, an eigenfunction solution 

(3.24) 

BXh = M{ x ,  —,iKy)h,  (3.25) 
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represents a mode with a periodicity in y that grows (decays) with a growth rate 

given by the real part of A, l?(A), for R(A) positive (negative). A positive (negative) 

imaginary part of A, 9f(A), indicates that the mode advects in the negative (positive) 

y direction with celerity 

The paxarneter a in B, essentially the ratio of the hydrodynamic timescale 

to the morphological timescale, is very small. F98 exploit the disparity in time 

scales of the currents and the bottom topography to justify approximating B by 

' 0 0 0 0 " 

0 0 0 0 , , 
B = (3.26) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 

(Note that there is a factor of cx difference between these eigenvalues and those of 

the full problem). We denote this the adiabatic approximation. Using this ap

proximation, the problem collapses to an eigenvalue problem in one variable, h. It 

assumes that, in the absence of changes in bottom topography, the flow is stable and 

as the bottom slowly changes, the flow merely relaxes to a slightly perturbed flow 

to account for changes in the bottom topography. The reduced eigenvalue problem 

is equivalent to saying that this relaxation happens instantaneously when compared 

with the morphological time scale. If the flow is mistable for a fixed bottom topogra

phy, however, this approximation is not valid as the unstable eigenvalues associated 

with the flow would be suppressed by this simphfication. Restrepo (2001) suggested 

that the problem may not be hydrodynamically stable when, waves are also consid

ered and here we intend to explore this issue in detail, using a significantly more 

complete and consistent model for wave-current intera,ctions. 

Unless otherwise stated, we assume the parameters are as given in Table 

3.1. The flow is in the negative y direction. This is equivalent to F98 with the 

non-dimensional parameter a set to one and with a characteristic current speed 

of 25cm/s, similar to the Mid-Atlantic Bight case. This is also equivalent to the 
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Figure 3.1: Growtli rate of instability a.s a function of KyL.  The solid lines represent 
the instabilities due to currents without waves. The dashed lines are the instabilities 
in the presence of waves with amplitude \A\ =0.8 m and various positive values of 
9. 

Argentinian case as that is essentially a mirror image of the situation for the Mid-

Atlantic Bight and the equations have a reflectional symmetry through the equator. 

We use linear stability analysis to investigate the following questions: 

• Waves versus iio-waves 

We compare our equations, which include wave effects, to those from F98, 

where waves axe not considered. 

• Wave parameters d, j/l|, a 

We investigate how changes in the angle of incidence, amplitude and frequency 

of the waves change the instabilities. 
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Growth Rate 9t(A,) 

Figure 3.2: Growth rate of instabiUty as a function of The solid lines represent 
the instabilities due to currents without waves. The dashed lines are the instabilities 
in the presence of waves with amplitude \A\ ~ 0.8 m and various negative values of 
e .  

m Bottom topography 

In addition to the reference bottom topography described in Section 3.3 we 

consider the effects of bottom slope on the instability. We also look at the 

l inear  s tabi l i ty  of  a  bot tom which decays  exponent ia l ly  f rom Hq  to  H ^ o  ie . ,  

® Boundai-y conditions 

We look at Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on h at x ~ 0 

compare the difference they make to the instabilities. 

® Adiabatic assumption 
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We investigate the appropriateness of the adiabatic assumption and see how 

dropping this assutnpition chang-es the instabilities. 

® Wave mechanisms 

We compare models with different levels of feedback to attempt to isolate 

the mechanisms by which, the waves affect the instability. We also look at 

the convergence of the waves and currents, which drives the evolution of the 

bottom topography. 

Table 3.1: Reference values for bottom topography, currents, and waves; values are 
consistent with those used in B^98 and Restrepo (2001). Unless otherwise stated these sare 
the values that are used in the experiments. 

parameter value Units description 
Ho 15 (m) Depth at shore end 
Hoo 20 (m) Depth out to sea 
L 12 (km) Horizontal length scale 

P 4.167 X 10-'^ (m/m) bottom slope = 
f (radians s~^) Coriolis parameter 

7 0.08 (dimensionless) Coulomb potential 
s 7.5 X 10"""^ (m/rn) long-shore sea elevation slope 
r 4.547 X 10-4 (m/s) bottom friction 

0 (m^s"^) Wind Stress 

1^1 0.8 (m) Wave Amplitude 
6 7^ 

18 (radians) angle of incidence 
(7 TT 

5, (radians s"^) frequency 

3.4.1 Results 

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 plot the growth rate against the non-dimensionalized alongshore 

wavenAimber of the instability, KyL, tor various wave-angles d with, \A\ = 0.8 m, 

(dashed lines). For referen,ce, tlie growth rates of modes without waves are also 

given as solid lines. These are simply the dimensional version of F98's results. 



First Mode Second Mode Third Mode 

Figure 3.3; Largest three unstable modes for peak growth rate for the no-wave case 
and also for waves with angle of incidence 6* = |, The wave-induced mode 
is the first mode for 6* = |, second for ^ and third for 0 

Generally, the waves tend to suppress the instability slightly. This suppres

sion increases in strength with higher Ky. Thus, the magnitude of the instability 

falls off faster as Ky increases when waves are present, compared with the no-waves 

case. For low Ky, the instability is not appreciably affected by the addition of waves. 

Sometimes, it is slightly augmented by the waves, shifting the peak of the growth 

rate towards lower values of Ky. The waves affect the growth rate of different modes 

differently. In the no-wave case the modes have a definite ranking with the fastest 

growing mode being independent of Ky\ whereas with waves, one mode may be 

fastest growing for low values of Ky while a different mode may be fastest growing 

for higher values of K^. 

Figure 3.5 shows how the celerity of the modes is affected by the waves. 
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Figure 3.4: Largest three unstable modes for peak growth rate for the no-wave csise 
and also waves with angle of incidence B • ^ 2^ 

' 8 '  

The celerity is more spread out with the addition of waves. But essentially the 

celerity is increased or decreased proportionally to the magnitude of the alongshore 

Stokes drift and whether it is flowing with or against the current. 

The growth rates also show that the modes that are the fastest growing 

depend upon the direction of the incoming waves 0. For 9 negative, the first three 

unstable modes are the same as without waves. Without waves there is a fourth 

mode that is also slightly unstable, but this is damped out by the addition of the 

waves. For waves coming in closer to perpendicular to the shore, a fourth mode 

becom.es unstable. Henceforth, we refer to this mode as the wave-induced mode. 

This wave-induced mode first appears when, the 0 is around The rowth rate 

of this new mode is larger for waves with a larger positive angle of incidence, 9.  

At 0 == its growth rate is only slightly smaller than the first original mode and 
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Figure 3.5; Celerity, as a function of KyL for no-wave case (dots); 0 
(circles); 0 = ~, (pluses); 0 = — |, (crosses); and $ ~ ~j, (asterisks). 

£ 
4' 

for 9 larger than this it is, in fact, the fastest growing mode. The shape of this 

wave-induced unstable mode can be seen in Figure 3.3. It is pushed up against the 

shoreline and is slightly up-current rotated, but is far closer to perpendicular with 

the shoreline than the other ixiodes. 

When the waves are verj'^ small (say \A \  — 0.1 m) they have little affect on 

the instability. There is a small quantitative change, more pronounced in the slower 

growing unstable modes, but no qualitative changes. For larger amplitude waves, 

however, changes can be seen. Figure 3.7 shows how the amplitude of the waves 

affects the growth rate of the instability for wa,ves coming in at an angle of B •= 

(close to the observed prevailing swell direction). ^Figure 3.6 gives contour plots of 

the most unstable modes. Again, the wave-induced mode cau. be seen increasing in 

importance. Tlie wave-induced mode is stable for |.4| =• 0.1 rn, the fourth unstable 
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Figure 3.6: Largest three unstable modes for peak growth rate for wave® with 
amplitudes |A| =0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 m; in all cases B 7t  

18 '  

mode in this case is the same as the fourth mode in the no-wave case. For larger 

values of |A| the wave-induced mode is unstable and its growth rate increases with 

increasing wave amplitude. For \A\ = 0.2 m and 0.4 rn it is the third largest unstable 

mode and for jA| = 0.6 m it is the second largest unstable mode. 

At some point as the wave amplitude increases, however, the smoothing 

effect of the waves, which suppresses the instability, starts to dominate. For |A| = 

1.5 m there is no instability for large Ky and far slower growing instability than the 

no-wave case for smaller values of Ky. Note that e = k\A\ is still around 0.07 so 

the wave slope in still small and thus the wave equations derived in Chapter 2 still 

valid. 

Figures 3.3, 3.4 a.nd 3.6 show the first three modes for the value of Ky 
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Growth Rate 91(A,) 

Figure 3.7: Growth rate of ixistability jis a function of KyL,  The solid lines represent 
the instabilities due to currents without waves. The dashed lines are the instabilities 
in the presence of waves with wave-angle 0 = ^ and amplitudes |^| = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 
and 0.6 m. 

which gives the maximum growth rate of the fastest growing mode. These modes 

are shown for different values of positive and negative 0 and |i4| respectively. Figure 

3.3 shows the wave-induced mode gaining precedence for larger positive values of 

6. This mode is clearly different from the unstable modes in the no-wave case. 

When the bottom topography has Dirichlet boundary conditions this mode h?is is a 

boundary layer near x = 0 where its value goes to zero (Figure 3.8 (b)). However, as 

can be seen from Figure 3.8 (d), with Neumann boundary conditions no boundary 

layer is generated and so this mode is right up against the shoreline. Because the 

alignment of this mode is closer to perpendicular to the shoreline, it is unlikely that 

this mode augments the formation of shore connected bars. For $ an (which is 
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the dominant direction of waves in the case of the Mid-Atlantic Bight) this wa;ve-

indiiced mode and the fastest growing mode from the no-wave case are ahnost equal 

in, growth rate and so linear stability analysis does not tell us how the struggle for 

dominance between the two modes will play out. 

The other striking feature about the unstable modes for waves with 0 posi

tive or only slightly negative, is the number of modes which are long narrow features 

forming at an acute angle with the shoreline, very similar to shore-connected bars. 

Withoxit the waves, the first mode has this feature but all the subsequent mode.8 

are 'patchy' with the second mode having two layers of patches, the third, three 

and the fourth, four (see the top row in Figure 3.3 or 3.4). Figure 3.4 shows how 

these modes develop into the long nstxrow ba,rs. For the modes are still 

obviously the same 'patchy' modes as in the no-wave case. For $ = diagonally 

opposite patches begin to merge. When 0 = there are still lobes on either end 

but the intermediary patches have mergexl. For 9 positive, there is very little sign of 

the original patchiness left. The modes form long skinny bars at a steep angle with 

the shore. Thus, the waves alter the unstable modes with smaller growth rates. 

This has no effect on the first original mode, however, as it always was linear, up-

current rotated bars. Nonlinear modeling of the sediment problem in Calvete et al. 

(1999), however, suggests that the lesser unstable modes may also be important in 

explaining the final bottom topography after the instability has saturated. Thus, 

this change in the shape of the mode due to waves may enhance the formation of 

shore-connected bars. 

The peak of the wave spectrum usually has a period of ten to twenty sec

onds. Most experiments in this investigation were carried out with a period of ten 

seconds but periods of 15 and 20 seconds were also tried. There does not seem to 

be a significarrfc difference in the linear stability analysis for frequencies witliin tins 

range. 



The reference bottom topography also affects the instabilities that form. 

The reference standard is a smoothed linear bottom topography. The reference 

bottom slope decreases 5 m over 12 km. As this slope is decreased, the growth rate 

of the instabilities also decreases. Trowbridge (1995) and P98 report this for the 

no-wave case, but it is even more dramatic for the wave case. For a 50% rednction 

in bottom slope, the only instal)ilities not completely damped out are for waves 

coming in against the current (i.e.. 0 < -|). For comparison, the same reduction 

in the no-wave case reduces the growth rates of the first three unstable modes by 

around 50% and suppresses the fourth unstable mode. Thus, with waves in the 

model, the gradient of H has a far larger effect. 

An exponential bottom topography does not significantly change the in

stabilities compared with a linear bottom. The first mode from the no-wave case 

and the wa-^^e-induced mode are pushed slightly further inshore (where the bottom 

slope is higher). The patchy modes, while they become longer and skinnier with the 

addition of waves, still show bumps along their length and so are not as completely 

smoothed out by the waves as for the linear bottom. However, the overall features 

remain quahtatively similar to the case with the linear bottom. 

Numerical experiments to test the adiabatic approximation show that this 

tends to be a reasonable assumption. When the bottom topography is held constant 

{i.e., h = 0), the current is lineaxly stable. The addition of waves does not change 

this stability. Thus, the current pertm'bations are enslaved to the bottom topogra

phy. We also consider the full problem using B as given by (3.23) rather than by 

(3.26). As long as a is sufficiently small (a < 10"^ suffices which corresponds to 

''"rnorpho ^ ^ ^^'^"Hiiydro)' there are only small quantitative differences between 

the solution with and without the adiabatic approximation, i.e., the full problem 

is only a perturbation of the reduced problem. For a larger the differences are still 

not drastic but gradually the growth rates and mode shapes change. One advantage 

of the adiabatic approximation is that the reduced problem has fewer eigenvalues 
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Figure 3.8: First and second fastest growing modes for Dirichlet {(a), (b)) and 
Neumann ((c), (d)) boundary conditions on h, (6 ~ |A| = 0.8 m and KyL = 10). 
Dashed Unes are the real part, dash-dotted lines the imaginary part and solid lines 
are the absolute value. 

and the only eigenvalues with positive real part in the reduced problem appear to 

be legitimate eigenvalues according to the tests given in Appendix F, whereas, in 

the full problem there are many, obviously spurious, numerical eigenvalues that also 

have positive real part. This is possibly because the adiabatic approximation cuts 

down the degrees of freedom of the problem. 

The boundary condition for h at x  = 0 does not affect the morphology 

of the instabilities significantly either. There are quantitative differences in the 

growth rates and the shapes of the modes near x •= 0 change to take into account 

the different boundary conditions, as can be seen in Figure 3.8. Besides this, the 

gross features of the instabilities remain unchanged. 
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3.5 Discussion 

In order to better understand the effect that waves have on the bottom topography 

we run several simple experiments: 

• No forced current. We consider the effect of the waves when the wind stress 

and pressure gradient are both set to zero. 

• Wave pathways. We investigate the different pathways by wiiich the waves 

affect the erodible bed, 

• Convergence. We look at the convergence patterns of the waves and currents. 

U.V,C u, V, z 

Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of how variables influence each other. (1), (2) and 
(3) are the three pathways by wliich the wa,ves influence the erodible bottom, corre
sponding to those described in the text. 

® No Forced Current 

We consider the effect of the waves when the wind stress, r, and pressure 

gradient, $, are both set to zero. The reference long-shore current is thus zero and 
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Figure 3.10: First mode, & = f~^ Ky — 10. Bottom topography and current (left) 
and Stokes drift (right) perturbations. 

the cross-shore flow balances the cross-shore Stokes drift. The only net movement 

of particles is the long-shore Stokes drift. 

In this case, the real paxts of all the eigenvalues are negative. There are 

no linear instabilities. For larger Jfy, 3^(A) is more negative. The waves smooth 

away a,ny perturbation that forms, smoothing higher frequencies faster. Some of 

this smoothing is due to the diffusive term. However, because there is no current, 

the effect of the diffusive term is reduced as the diffusion coefficient is proportional 

to the sum of the current and the Stokes drift. The real parts of the eigenvalues tend 

to be around zero for Ky small. For larger values of Ky they are larger and more 

negative. This concurs with the fact that, in the full problem, the waves suppress 

the instability more strongly for higher frequencies. If the waves are exerting a. net 

smoothing effect on the bottom toj)ography and that smoothing is more pronounced 

for higher frequencies then we would expect what we see in the Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 
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Figure 3.11: Third mode, 0 = Ky -•= 10. Bottom topography and current (left) 
and Stokes drift (right) perturbations. 

The fact that the waves by themselves only smooth the bottom topography 

suggests that the new instability that occurs for positive 9 in the presence of waves 

is not simply a wave instability but must also be due to some interaction with the 

currents. 

® Wave Pathways 

As illustrated in Figure 3.9, there are three pathways by which the waves 

may affect the erodible bed. These are: 

1. The original addition of reference waves to the current and their affect on the 

perturbations of the current and the bottom topography. We refer to this as 

the primary wave efiect. 

2. The perturbation of the bottom topography affects the waves. This can cause 

convergence of the Stokes drift which affects the bottom topography. We call 

this the direct wave feedback. 

3. The wave perturbation also feeds back into the bottom topography indirectly. 
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and Stokes drift (right) perturbations. 
current (left) 

The wave perturbation alters the current perturbation which in turn alters the 

bottom topography perturbation. We call this the indirect wave feedback. 

In order to understand the effects of these three pathways, we run three numerical 

experiinents where we shut off different pathways. In the first experiment we keep 

the primary wave effect, however, we assume that there is no feedback from the 

bottom topography to the waves, i.e., we retain pathway (1) but remove pathways 

(2) and (3)- The second experiment allows feedback from the erodible bed to the 

waves and back, but only directly, via the convergence of the Stokes drift, i.e., we 

keep pathways (1) and (2) but remove pathway (3). The only feedback in the third 

experiment is indirect, via the current perturbations, i.e., we keep pathways (1) and 

(3) but remove pathway (2). Note that, because it does not make sense to have a 

wave perturbation without first having a wave, we do not consider cases where we 

have wave feedback (pathways (2) and (3)) without having the primary wave ef 

(pathway (I)). 
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Figure 3.13; No~wa,ve case, first mode, Ky — 10. Left: Bottom topography and 
current perturbation, Right: Divergence of current. 

The results from the first and second experiments are qualitatively quite 

similar. The first experiment is more numerically stable, however. For most values 

of 6, there is only one unstable mode. For large positive values of & (& > f) the 

first experiment has a second unstable mode. The modes are only unstable for 

smaller values of They axe stable if Ky is large enough (Ky x L > 15 say). 

The main unstable mode seems to be a cross between the wave-induced mode and 

the first original nxode. Like the wave-induced mode it is pushed right up against 

the shore and for Dirichlet boundary conditions a boundary layer forms. However, 

the shape of the mode and its angle with the shore (irrespective of wave-angle &) 

is more reminiscent of the first original mode. The second mode is also pushed up 

against the shore. It is somewhat 'patchy' with a second (smaller) row of humps 

and depressions further sea-ward. 

In the third experiment the wave-induced mode is not seen, however, the 

original unstable modes are seen. For positive 0, the modes are drawn 

out into long skinny modes as in the full wave case but for 0 = §• the patches are 

beginning to show through and for 0 = the modes are basically the same as 
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Figure 3.14: No-wave case, third mode, Ky = J^O. Left: Bottom topography and 
current perturbation. Right: Divergence of current. 

the no-wave case. 

Thus, with just the primaxy wave effect and either no feedback or only the 

direct feedback, the unstable mode is most similar to the wave-induced mode. With 

the indirect wave feedback we get the original modes which show some of the effects 

from the waves, but the wave-induced mode is not present. This is interesting as it 

suggests that perhaps the wave-ind\iced mode is caused by the addition of the waves 

with the feedback between the bottom topography and the waves playing only a 

minor role in its final shape. The direct wave feedback via the Stokes drift has 

only a small quantitative effect. The way the waves influence the currents, however, 

seems to balance out some of the effect of the waves in the first place as the original 

modes are once more unstable when these effects are included. Inclusion of both 

the direct and indirect feedback pathways, i.e., the full model, produces both the 

wave-induced mode and the original modes. 
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• Convergence 

The bottom topography evolution eqaation has two components to it; a 

convergence term and a diffusion term. The diffusion term represents smoothing 

of the bottom. Any instability that occurs must be due to the convergence term. 

Furthermore, our model differs from that of F98 in that the bottom topography 

is affected by the convergence of the current plus the vertically integrated Stokes 

drift, — Vi. • (U + U'^^). In order to understand the way that the waves change the 

shapes of the existing modes and enhance the wave-induced mode we look at these 

convergences. In the linear stability analysis the convergence becomes 

d ( dU^W d { dV^\^ 
ax \  ah J ay  \  ah j 

where we are assuming that the wave components are enslaved to h,  i .e . ,  

dust 

'"dh ^ ' dk dh dO dh ^ d\Afdh ' dH ' 

The quantities dU^^'/dk, dU^^/dd, dU'"^*'/d\A\'^ and dU^*^jdH are straightforward to 

calculate: 

dk 2a ^ sin^ 

09 2(7 I _ cos 0 

cW 
and 

So is dk/dh,  v iz . ,  

/ cose 

dli ^ 2aW' y sixiO 

_dk^  ^2fe" 
dh "  m 5iS(2fc i f )  
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However, 00/dh and d\A\^  /dh  are more difficult to sssess. Tiiey are given, by 

and 

^ = -W,,' [w„. ̂  w„ (wjw,.i)], 

where tiie W operators are those given in Appendix E. This means that 80/dh 

and dlA'i^/dh are not simply functions of a: and y but are depend upon differential 

operators and their inverses. Once we have calculated h numerically, however, we 

can use this to evaluate the Stokes drift perturbation. 

In the no-waves case, the plot of the current convergence looks very similar 

to the bottom topography, save for a phase shift (see Figures 3,13 and 3.14). The 

maximum convergence happens approximately a quarter of a period downstream 

from the ridge crest i.e., the flow scours sand from the upstream side of the bars 

and deposits it on the downstream side. This shows how the bars are advected 

slowly downstream as they are built up. The flow diagram shows the currents being 

pushed off-shore over the ridge crests. As mentioned by Trowbridge (1995) and F'QS, 

the ofl-shore deflection is balanced by a convergence of flow. As the sediment flux is 

proportional to the velocity, there is a corresponding convergence of sediment which 

causes the ridge to grow just beyond its crest. For the 'patch' modes the current is 

also pushed offshore over the humps and shoreward over the depressions as shown 

in Figure 3.14. 

When waves axe added, the convergence of the currents is still very similar 

to no-wave case described above (see Figure 3.11 cf., Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.12 

cf., Figure 3.14). The current is pushed offshore over the bars and the maximum 

convergence occurs approximately a quarter of a period downstream of the crest of 

the bar. For the bar-like modes (the original first mode and the long skinny modes 

that form from the patchy modes in the presence of waves with positive angle of 

incidence), the convergence pattern of the Stokes drift is almost opposite to that 



of the current. However, it is a factor of five to ten times smaller (Note that the 

Stokes drift itself is a factor of ten times smaller than the long-shore current) so 

the net convergence is similar to that of the current. The Stokes drift is increased 

flowing shoreward over the bars and decreased over the troughs. 

When 9 is negative, the lesser modes are still 'patchy.' The Stokes drift 

is enhanced flowing shoreward over the depressions and decreased over the humps. 

The spacing of the depressions is slightly shifted so that there is a fairly clear path 

over them, in towards shore. Most of the Stokes drift convergence occurs right 

in near the shore where it is almost the same order of magnitude as the current 

convergence. Rirther sea-ward the Stokes drift convergence is for smaller than, and 

oppositely signed to, the current convergence. Looking at the bott;om topography 

of this mode compared to the 'patchy' mode in the no-wave case, it is apparent 

that the sliorewardmost humps are larger in this case. It seems that the waves are 

finding a path inwards and auginenting the shorewardmost row of humps. 

For the wave-induced instability, the current again flows off-shore over the 

crest of the bar. The angle of the bar seems to be rotated slightly more upstream 

than the wave-angle. The Stokes drift is enhanced on the downstream side of the 

bars and lessened on the upstream side. The maximum convergence of the Stokes 

drift is the same as that of the current, however, it is localized right in near the 

shore. It seems that the wave motion ensures that the bar is pushed right up next 

to the shore by advecting sand inshore and causing convergence near the shore. 

3.6 Conclusions 

This analysis shows that the waves have a significant effect on the instability of the 

bottom topography. The main effects are: 

• The waves suppress or augment the instability, i .e . ,  affect 3?(A), the growth 
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rate of the instability. Generally the waves tend to suppress the instability, 

especially for larger values of Ky. The waves appear to smooth the bot

tom topography out. Without a long-shore current the perturbations are all 

smooth(3d tiway. This occurs faster for higher Ky. 

• The waves change the celerity of the instability (i.e., affect 9f(A)). This ap

pears to be purely advection as the affect on the celerity is proportional to 

the long-shore Stokes drift with some scatter. 

® The waves alter the shape of the unstable modes. For waves coming in nearly 

perpendicidar to the flow or with the flow, the 'patchy' modes are stretched 

out into long skinny modes. The Stokes drift advects sand inwards forming 

the patches into bars. The mechanism behind this change seems to involve 

the feedback of the bottom topography to the waves and the way that this 

affects the currents. 

» The waves excite a completely different instability and thus lead to morphol

ogy changes. A wave-induced mode is unstable for waves coming in nearly 

perpendicular to the shore or in the same direction as the current. This mode 

tends to be slightly more up-current rotated than the incoming wave-angle. 

The primary wave effect seems to excite this mode, however, a combination 

of the wave feedback seem to alter its shape. 

Of the wave parameters 0 and |yl| have the most effect on the instabilities. 

Obviously, for |A| = 0 there are no waves, as |yl| increases the changes between 

the wave and no-wave cases appear. The changes are different depending on the 

incoming wave-angle, $. The frequency a (and hence also k) does not significantly 

aflect the erodible bed. 

The instability is tied to the gradient of the bottom topography. This effect 

is more apparent in the wave case than the no-wave case. If the bottom is too fia,t 
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tlie instability is completely suppressed. An exponential bottom did not have a 

large effect, although some of the unstable modes were pushed shoreward to where 

the bottom slope is larger. 

The adiabatic approximation seems to be valid. For a small there are only 

qualitative differences between the full problem and the problem reduced using the 

adiabatic approximation. As a increases in size the differences increase but even 

for quite large 0(1) values of a. the main features are still apparent. 

The boundary condition on h at the shoreward end does not significantly 

affect the instabilities except for a small boundary layer region which may form 

near the shore to satisfy the boundary conditions. 

Although the waves alter the instabilities appreciably, it is not obvious 

whether the overall effect of the wave.s is to enhaace or suppress the formation of up-

current rotated, shore-connected bars. While the waves reshape existing modes so 

that they are more like up-current rotated bar.s, the wave-induced instability, while 

shore-connected, tends to be only slightly up-current rotated. Often, especially 

for parameter values that are close to those expected in the Mid-Atlantic Bight, 

there are several modes with similar growth rates. In this case, linear stability is 

not able to determine which modes will dominate. Non-linear analysis is necessary 

to determine the final shape of the bottom topography after the instability has 

saturated. 
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APPENDIX A 

Higher-Order Wave Components 

In the analysis of the current dynamics, we require a full determination of the wave 

quantities at 0(e'^) for m = 1. Here we make this determination for all quantities 

except the wave vorticity (Sec. 2.7 and App. C) using expansion forms as those in 

(2.31). 

The lower order components, tiqi and ni2, are given by (2.39) and (2.41). 

The boundary-value problem for pfi is posed in (2.35) with forcing terms in (2.36), 

under the compatibility constraint provided by the amplittide equation (2.43). The 

latter can be expressed as 

sinh(4'H) + 2sinh(2'H) ,, sinh(2?^) + 2'H sinh^CH) 
+ If-

. 2 n ~smhi2' H )  Efi ,  

= tanhMG,, - (A.l) 
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where we have broken up Fzi into its different dependencies on z according to 

SknAl^A 
F :ia 

4" viti / » 1 ^ ta.nh(/i) sinh ("H) cosh('H) 
4 t A F" = -^Oih • V / J jL. \7 '2 

" c o s h ( ' H )  t a n h ( / y , )  2 A : s i n h ( ' H )  
iA 

Vi • k 
tanh(/^) cosh(lii) 

ipd 2a 
tanh(/i) cosh('W) 

2cry4 

The solution to the boundary-value problem is then 

w ™ cosh'''(,2) I /^cosh(2^) sinh(2')\ 5:sinh(S) 
P2i = + W"J 

+ Ff, £ Vsiiili(2Z' - •H)dz'. (A.3) 

We have set to zero the undetermined coefficient of the homogeneous solu

tion, cosh[Z], to distinguish it from the leading-order solution in (2.39). 

Using (A.3) and (2.37), we derive the sea-level component at this order, 

r/21 = tanh(/i)p2i(0) tanh(/i)ij|i (A.4) 

where 

C|, = fi J ^ )k'^\A\'^A 
8tanh(yu)^ sinh'(K)^ ' ' 

+ +ij) A. (A.5) 
5=0/ 

The wave velocity at higher order comes from evaluating (2.37) in terms of 

Pi2 and 17, viz., 

fc = 
(J (J 

(A,6) 
a oz rna 
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where 

^ ^ka\A\'^Aco8h{ZZ)k ____£/%i dp^] 
8sinh®('H) a \ dr dX 

(Vcm\i{Z)k sm\i{Z)dV\ 
+ "" stohlw) &7 

and 

i ^ _i5?!£oi _ 9 'ife'\sinh(3.g)|ylp.4 ^ i siiih(^)V.4 
(7 ty dr 80-sinh'^{?i) cosh(?{) taiih(/ij smh('H) 

Again, the long-wave and current effects appear in (A.3)-(A,8) only in combination 

as their sum. 
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APPENDIX B 

Wave-Avciraged Forcing of Infra-Gravity Waves 

The right side of the momentuir) equation in (2.1), after substituting the primary 

wave sohition form from (2.14) and (2.31) and isolating the phase-averaged fluctu

ation, has a contribution at 0{e^) that is the horizontal component of 

- ((V x tifj) x • 

By substituting for mq from (2.39), and using the property of the phase-averaging 

operator that 

ab = 0 

for any wave quantities a and b unless they have the same harmonic factor 

and their coefficients of A are not tt/2 out of pliase, this contribution can. be shown 

to vanish. The right side of the surface Itinematic condition in (2.3) at 0{e^), after 

expansion about z = 0 and isolation of the phase-averaged fluctuation, becomes 

1 ( d%D, 1 ( ( d^w. 1 /  V  
- s l ' V w j  

t / / \ \ t 
e2 

^ ( «0) • V,)r,y + i (, (|?(0) . V.) ,) + c ( (|?(0) . V,) y 
e 

dz^ \dz f{0)-V.)„jj ,.^,r-(|!|(0) . v . ) , ) '  

Va- • (<)09n(0))' + (r)„V, • (^t), I-1|,„) + V. • (|?B,„) )' 

VA'-(rMo(0))^ (B.l) 



In deriving the successive relations in (B.l), we use the iricompressibility condition 

for the wave field; the e expansion and wave solution form (2.31); the result above 

for what is required to have a nonzero phase-average — which is true here only 

for the term in the final relation in (B.l) since both and have purely real 

coefficients for n •= 0,1; see (2.25), (2.39), and (2.41); the related property that 

= e^Vx • a& 

for any wave quantities a and k and, finally, the property that 

(•%V», • (mo) )^ = 0 

since no triple product of rn = 1 harmonic functions can have a nonzero average. 

These evaluations confirm the results in (2.50). 
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APPENDIX C 

Wave Vorticity Solutions 

After substituting (2.65) into (2.67), separating horizontal and vertical components, 

expanding the wave fields in e, and formally integrating in time while neglecting 

any slow time dependences, we obtain the following relations: 

eS' = {f •V.)(^'?o<it)-^{/'™oA) 

Xo = (f •V.)(/"t,;„A) (C.l) 

S" = «„((() 

+ f + -{®,-V.)C-Wo-^)' dt 
xT = {C • v.)( l'\,H dt) 

+ + (C.2) 
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s' = S'+fe' + (x'+/)(/" ̂  A)-((/'»<!()-VAoe 

- (V • VJ (y" di) + (f • VJ(y' ft dt) - ̂  ' W2 di)  +  ( j '  Xo" dt)  

+ f ((6," • V,)9, + (ff • VJ9„ + xSj~ + ) '« 

- f ({«o • VJff + (?. • + w, d t + . . .  

X2 = X? + is + (x' + /)(y ^ ~ ®0 

+ (P • VJ( f  W2 dt)  (K • V.)( j  Xo dt)  

+ /' ({«• v.)w. + (ff • v,)o,,+)' <« 

- y"({ft-VJxr + («i'V.W + »o^+Wi^-) di + .... (C.3) 

a'j;y 
The contributions (CaiXa) (^, r) derivatives of the (n, m) = (0,1) 

coefficients, ?;w., 

Si = 

-  j ( ( f  • V x ) w o t - ~ x S )  .  ( C . 4 )  

The contributions xf) ai'© due to the long-wave vorticity, and they have a form 

analogous to (C.l), viz.^ 

t  =  ( i t q « d t ) - ? l ^ { l '  W o d t ) j  

i? - (C.5) 

The right-side quantities are 0(1) by (2.61). 

The neglected terms at n = 2 in (C.3), denoted by indicate contri

butions from nonlinear products that yield other harmonics in the wave vorticity 

than m = 1, which at this order do not contribute to the wave averaged fluxes 
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in Sec. 2.8. Note that we have not expanded the current quantities in e since our 

purpose here is to obtain expressions for tiie functional dependence of the waves on 

the currents for later substitution into wave-averaged forcing terms in the current 

dynamical balances (Sees. 2.8-2.10). 

The expression (C.l) is easily evaluated to give the leading-order wave-

vorticity coefficients. 

cosh[Z]/¥ k+ fcsinhf^] 

(C.6) 

where 

The coefficients (C.6) can also be obtained as the curl of % in (A.6). 

The expression (C.2) may similarly be evaluated to give 

/3cosh[2^] 3fcsinh[2^] dC 

4sinh^[^]V sinh'''['H] 2sinh^['?/] dz 

k dz ^ J dz^ ) 
f • liksiiMlZ] 

(C.7) 
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Finally, tiie evaluation of (C.3)-(C.4) yields 

af \ . iA 

X21 

1 
(7 

'•^'§21 + ^-'"'21 
dz  

- c o s l i [ E ] { k - V x ) e  
t 
a 

(fcsiBh[Z](.x^' + /)fc 

+ cosh[,2^]^V& 

fcsirihf?i/!l 

ksmh[Zl(A-|^+vf: 

-(r-vxi 
a 

a  dz  dr  

A* 

A.a cosli[.E] 
k sinhfHf 

A 8inh[S] 

+ 
i d 
a d r  

AXcosljZ] 
k sirih['H] 

sinh['K] 

2lsShM ((^-€2)^ + + ksmh[Z] dz 
3|Ap,4 

8sinli''['H] 
|^3fccosh[3Z]A''fe + (sinh[32^] + co8h[22^] sinbfS]) 

+ sinli[3S]^- + fcsinh[2-E] sinh[2^]™-^) +|^'] 
U Z  U Z ^  /  

+ iXn^^ 

M 
dz  

a 
^ (kcosh[S](x" + /) - sinh[2]^ + 

+ 

+ 

a 
(e • Vx) 

sinh[H] \ 
AasinhiZ]" 1 d  AX sinh[^] 

,A* 
adr  

{k cosh[S]xT2 - isinh[Z](& • CT2)) 
2 sinhf'H^ 

fksinli[32^]/Y + sinh[22^] sinhfZ] 
8s inh®[^JV ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  d z  J  

+ A, 21- (C.8) 

The double-hatted terms are from (C.5). More generally we see that the long

wave and current velocities enter into the wave-vorticity expressions (C.6)-(C.8) 

in such a way that every term has at least one vertical derivative, and the only 

places where long-wave contributions appear in (CiXn) are in the two terms at 

n = 2 proportional to V, as well as the double-hatted terms. In neither case do 

these potential long-wave contributions survive in the wave-averaged forcing of the 

current vorticity equation (Sec. 2.8). The expressions (C.6)-(C.8) have been checked 

by verifying the non-divergence of wave vorticity for each {n, rn) component. 



APPENDIX D 

Symbols used in Wave-Current Calculations 

Symbol Name Where Defined 

(ly /4 wave sea level amplitude (2.10),(2.26) 
absolute vertical vorticity for currents (2.123) 

wave action density (2.47) 
h wave buoyancy field (2.110) 
B current buoyancy field (2,110) 

Blrn bottom wave forcing (2.36) 
B total buoyancy field (2.106) 
Bo dimensional scale for B after (2.106) 
c wave material concentration (2.98) 
C current material concentration (2.98) 
^'h Bernoulli constant (2.81) 

pressiu'e constant (2.80) 
c total material concentration before (2.1) 
c, group velocity (2.30) 

long gravity-wave speed (2.58) 
V domain area before (2.1) 
sv domain lateral boundary before (2.1) 
e wave vertical parcel displacement (2.105) 
E total sea level a,nornaly before (2.1) 
£ total energy (2.9),(2.109) 
£ mean wave energy (2.13) 

.£• £ £nd 
J ! JOi J Coriolis frequency (2.1),(2.16) 

Table D.l: List of Symbols 



Symbol 

Flm 
pa pb pc pd 

•^21! ^ 21) 21 
^ I w  

9 
hn 
II 
u 

J , J .  
k 
k 

K, K, 
a,,' 5 

L 
M 
M 
pU> 

P 
a I U )  ,aZuj 

p>p 
PQ 
Vq 

Q 

r 
^[•] 

t 
T 

juS't 

U 

Name 

interior wave forcing 
coefficients in F21 

dynamical forcing of long waves 
gravitational acceleration 

surface wave forcing 
resting bottom depth 

rescaled depth 
horizontal vortex force at C(€®) 
horizontal wavemimber vector 

modiilus of k 
vertical vortex force at 0{'e^) 

Bernoulli head at 0{e^) 
computational domain width 
nonlinear coefficient in A eqn. 

total mass 
wave pressure 

long-wave pressure 
components of p^'"' 

components of current pressure 
pressure 

atmospheric pressure 
wave-avera,ged pressure forcing 

wave horizontal velocity 
long-wave horizontal velocity 

total horizontal velocity 
current pressure 

Taylor series operator 
wave ph^Lse function 
wave time coordinate 

current time coordinate 
depth-integrated Stokes velocity 

total 3D velocity 

Where Defined 

(2.36) 
(A.2) 
(2.59) 

before (2.1) 
(2.36) 

before (2.1) 
after (2.10) 

(2.71), (2.96) 
(2.10) 

before (2.1) 
(2.72), (2.96) 

(2.92), (2.96) 

Sec. 2.13 
(2.44) 
(2.8) 

(2.14) 
(2.14) 

(2.52) et seq. 
(2.77) 

(2.1),(2.4) 
(2.3) 

(2.86) 

(2.14) 
(2.14) 

before (2.1) 
(2.14) 
(2.19) 

(2.25),(2.27) 
before (2.1) 

(2.14) 
(2.51) k (2.89) 

before (2.1) 

Table D.2; List of Symbols (continued) 
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Symbol Name Where Defined 

u (x)tal 3D wave velocity (2.14) 
3D long-wave velocity (2.14) 

u combined current and Stokes-drift (2.123) 
liorizontal transport velocity 

V horizontal current velocity (2.14) 
^st Stokes-drift velocity (2.74) 
V phase-averaged horizontal velocity (2.18) 
V wavevector-y dot product after (2.42) 

w wave vertical velocity (2.14) 
uf current vertical velocity (2.14) 

long-wave vertical velocity (2.14) 
St nr Stokes-drift vertical pseudo-velocity (2.76) 

w total vertical velocity before (2.1) 
X -^ ix,y) wave-scale horizontal coordinates before (2.1) 

X slow horizontal coordinates before (2.14) 
X wavenumber-vorticity product after (C.6) 
z vertical coordinate before (2.1) 
z upward vertical unit vector before (2.1) 

Z phase-averaged sea level (2.17) 
z rescaled vertical coordinate after (2.10) 

current/wave length-scale ratio before (2.14) 
7 current/wave time-scale ratio before (2.14) 
6 current/wave horizontal velocity ratio (2.14) 

€ wave slope parameter Sec. 2.1 
c current sea-level elevation (2.14) 

c,c components of current sea level (2.77) 
ri wave sea-level elevation (2.14) 

jjhv long-wave sea-level elevation (2.14) 
f.tw ^Iw 
' /  ) ' /  components of rf""' (2.52) et seq. 

e amplitude phase function (2.45) 
A long wave amplitude parameter (2.14) 

Table 13.3; List of Syoibols (contiaiiei d) 



Symbol Name Where Define 

/i wave depth paxameter before (2.1) 
u wave/current ratio for inaterials (2.98) 

r wave horizontal vorticity (2.65) 
long-wave horizontal vorticity (2.60) 

•^JW 
f 

wave horizontal vorticity component (C.4) 

wave horizontal vorticity component (C,5) 

e current horizontal vorticity (2.65) 

n potential vorticity of depth-uniforxii currents (2.120) 
p density before (2.106 

Po mean density before (2.1) 
a wave frequency (2.11) 
E dispersion relation (2.28) 

slow wave time coordinate (2.14) 
horizontally divergent component of 4'" (2.54) 

ip  horizontally divergent component of v (2.129) 
wave vertical vorticity (2.65) 

^Iw long-wave vertical vorticity (2.60) 

T wave vertical vorticity component (C.4) 

A wave vertical vorticity component (C.5) 
current vertical vorticity (2.65) 

i> vertically rotational component of v (2.129) 
t combined current and Stokes-drift (2.123) 

transport streamfunction 
uf- current vorticity (2.14) 

cJ"" long-wave vorticity (2.14) 
uf wave vorticity (2.14) 
0 total 3D vorticity before (2.1) 
V 3D spatial derivative before (2.1) 

Vx wave-scale horizontal derivative before (2,1) 
Vx slow horizontal derivative after (2.14) 

( • ) , ( • )  averages b€3foi*e (2.15) 
( • ) ' . { • ) •  fluctuations (2.15) 

Table I).4: List of Symbols (continued) 
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APPENDIX E 

Terms in. Linear Stability Calculations 

This appendix gives the coefficients for equations (3.20) and (3.21). The coefficients 

for the wave equations (3.20) are 

f ) o  S o  
yVooO = \Cg\ ( cos(O)-- +sin(0)— 

I • kcos(0) dE\ . 
+ sinhiWrj'dx ' ^ 

Wohh 
\ d k  O H  m  

COB{0) 
30 (l|H + k)a co&\i{2kH) sin(0) dH 

dx sinh^ {2kH) 

(Tcos(^) d cr sin(0) d \ 
sinh(2fcJf) dy siuh(2/cH') dx 

dx 

/ /  { / O  
[|C5lsin(0)|yipo] + \ C g \ c o s { 0 ) \ A f ^ ,  

= £- [iCffl cos(0)q] + |Cg| sin(6')|^, 

Wghh + 

d 
dx 

'a|c,i dk , aic.i^ 
+ 

dk dH dH 
\A\~'cos(9)h 

dx 

(E.2) 

(E.3) 

(E.4) 

{E.5) 

We may see that these perturbations are enslaved to h by considering the 

case where h = 0 (i.e., there are no bottom perturbations) and showing that, in 

this case, the wave angle and amplitude perturbations are linearly decaying. 

When h = 0 the equat.ioa for the wave angle jjertiirbation is 

do 
dt 

W,aO. 
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The first two terms in VVo„o are merely advection terms and the perturbation is 

assumed to t)e zero out to sea and bounded for all y. The third and fourth tcjrms 

are the only ones that could cause instability. However, given our reference state, 

sin(0) and always have the same sign and is always positive so that wave angle 

perturbations will always decay in the absence of bottom topography perturbations. 

As the wave angle perturbations decay when h = Q, we need only consider 

a?:" 

when determining the stability of the wave amplitude in the absence of bottom to 

pography perturbations. Again, we will ignore the second term which only represnts 

advection in the y direction. This leaves 

We are interested in whether the perturbation q grows or decays in time and thus 

will consider q = qeH, which gives 

Renaming Q { x )  = this becomes 

B-r- nx \r<x\ ' 
y j ^ ' ̂  j 

as Cg < 0. We may solve for Q giving 

However = 0 as C* is bou:oded at infinity and = 0. This means 

that A must be negative and hence q must decay with time. 

Thus, in the absence of bottom perturbations the wa.ve perturbations will 

decay to zero and so any wave perturbations that persevere will be enshived to the 

bottom perturbations. 
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The linear coefiicicjiits for the linearized iiiomentuiii, mass and bottom to

pography equation are 

dg 

M,,hh 

r d 
i • 1 u 

dU 

MavV -f V^') V + ^ 
dx dx 

dg 
Q Y ^  

H 'dx/ 

AAiihh 
"r^ 

dx 

dx J  \ dk BH dil ^ 
h 

( d g  5 a  \  "  
\ d k B H  d H )  

d dv^t- ( dV\ dg 

dg 

d\A\^ 

d 

tJI 

Mvv'O 

M.,~z 
' gs d 

(E],6 

(E.7 

(E.8 

>  +  if +  ̂ V  
H  V  d x )  \  dk dH dH J \dkdH dH J dy, 

"" V dB V J  dd  dy  J  '  

Va|Ap 1 /  d x )  a|yl P dy  J  

M^uU 

MivV = • 

IL 
dx 

ff~- -I- S 1 V, 
dy  

(E.9 

E.IO 

E.ll 

E.12 

E.13 

E.14 

h, 

E.15 

E,18 

E.19 
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M,,z - (V + 
dz 
dif 

M,hh = s i-^-dkdH + \ h 

d f fdv^'' dv^^' 
+ IL ( ( _1 Skdff 4- — 

d t j \ \ d k  d i i  

d 

H + V + h 

'  f d W ^ ' d k  ar/®n " 

V dk dH dH ' 
(E.21) 

M,^q ~-

Mhhh 

,,dv^^ a 
5- 0 

^ a|y-l|2 dy^^ 

Mhntl 

MhvV = 

du 
d x ^  
d 

dy 
V, 

d 
dx 

d 

H 

H 
dW 

d^ 
dx 

' f d u ^ '  d k  d u ^ * \  ^  , r s u ^ h ]  
X ' W M  + wj "• + 'fe. 

cf 

V dk dH dH J dy fV 

MhoO 
dVSi Q Q 

-o 
dB dy dx 

d i f S t  
-o 

QySt Q Q 
Mh,q ~ ^|7|2 ^ 

dU'^* • 
9MP®, 

(E.23) 

(E.27) 
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APPENDIX F 

Numerical Approximation to Solutions of (3.25) 

We use a rational Cliebyshev method as described in (Boyd, 1987; Boyd, 1989; 

Iranzo and Falqiies, 1992; Boyd et aL, 2003). Ghebyshev polynomials on the interval 

[—1,1] axe mapped to [0, oo] using the rational function 

where 2: G [—1,1] and x G [0,00]. Note that « = — 1 is mapped to zero, z = 0 is 

mapped to and pj ~ 1 is mapped to infinity. We define collocation points, {.'Cjlllo) 

as the images of the Gauss-Lobatto points Zi = cos{~) for i = 0... iV under (BM). 

The parameter I controls the spacing of the points points lie on 

either side of L The derivative matrix, V^,, is given by 

where ^ is a diagonal matrix, with on the diagonal ,and Vz is the derivative 

matrix for the Gauss-Lobatto points. can be calculated from the derivative 

matrix for the Ghebyshev polynomials, Vcheby, using #, the matrix which trans

forms from the coefficients of the Ghebyshev polynomials to the coefficients of the 

Lagrange polynomials on the Gauss-Lobatto points. Thus Vchehy is given by 

a ;  =  R ( z )  =  I J  
1 + 

(F.l) 

V. = w, = (F.2) 

i if j = 0 and i is odd 

T^Chebi/ij ~ 2i if 0 < j < i and i + j is odd 

0 otherwise 

and # is given by 

= COs(j C08"*(«i)). 
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With the use of the derivative matrix, the problem is easy to formulate. For examp 

the operator 
f r 1 

+ c(x) 
ox 

( i {x) + 

may be approximated by the matrix 

C i j  = V x  [Diag(a(a:'i)) + Diag(6(;Ci))X?,,] + D 'mg(c(xi)) ,  

Mrhere Diag(a(a:,-)) is the diagonal matrix with a{xi) on the diagonal The boundary 

condition at infinity is specified by dropping the row and column of the operator 

matrix. Likewise we specify Dirichlet boundary conditions at x — 0 by dropping the 

Qth column. Neumann boundary conditions, i.e., are specified by 

reducing the opt^rator matrix using the relationship = 0. Once the problem 

has been converted into a matrix eigenvalue problem we use the QZ algorithm to 

find the eigenvalues. 

As mentioned in Boyd (1989, 1996), in addition to the desired eigenvalues, 

we  w i l l  a l s o  g e t  m a n y  s p u r i o u s  e i g e n v a l u e s  ( f o r  a  s y s t e m  o f  M  e q u a t i o n s  w i t h  N  

collocation points we will get M x N eigenvalues, obviously these cannot all be 

non-spurious as the number of eigenvalues increases with the resolution). In order 

to differentiate real eigenvalues from spurious ones we use slight variant on the tests 

given in Boyd (1996): 

• First we ensure that the eigenfunction appears to be converging. The coeffi

cients of the rational Chebyshev polynomial, Ci, can be calculated from the 

values at the collocation points, gk, by c,; =• We then ensure tha,t 

for some .small integer rn and some small number tol > 0, This ensures tha;t 

the coefficients of the rn highest frequency polynomials are at least a factor 

of tol smaller than the largest coefficient. 
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• The second part of the test is to determine whether or not the eigenvalues are 

converging. Essentially this entails comparing the distance between an eigen

value calculated at one resolution to that of the same eigenvalue calculated at 

a finer resolution, and compares this with the separation of eigenvalues in the 

first reBolution. An eigenvalue is assumed to be non-spurious if it is consider

ably closer to the eigenvalue at a higher resolution than to other eigenvalues 

near it at the same resolution. We calculate the eigenvalues at two resolutions 

Ni and N2 where N2 > Ni. We take only those eigenvalues from each reso

lution whose corresponding eigenfunctions have passed the first part of this 

test. We will call these groups of eigenvalues Ai and Ag respectively. For each 

eigenvalue in the coarser resolution, A,' € Ax we will calculate 

tnin(|Af|,minA.^:Ai,AeAi |Ai - A|) 

minieAa - C! 

The larger this ratio is the ixiore likely an eigenvalue is to be a legitimate 

eigenvalue. 
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